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MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE — SATIfDAY, JUNE 29, 1968

Three Youths Sought In Shooting Of Teacher
Charles Sueing Shot
By Boys Seeking Ride

Will Dr. King's
Killer Be Sent
To Tenn. Chair?

Charles Sueing, a teacher of chambers he could see did
business and commercial sub- not appear to contain bullets,
jects at Mitchell Road High Mr. Sueing said he refused to
School, is recovering this week drive the teenagers away, and
from a bullet wound in the began walking off toward the
right side suffered on Friday front of the vehicle.
night, June 14.
He said that the boy with
Mr. Sueing, of 1774 Ken- the pistol fired one shot,
dale St., said on Monday that which struck him under the
he expects to be released right arm and the bullet lodged
LONDON — Will James Earl trasting stories of Dr. King's
from the William Bowld Hos- in his back.
Ray, the accused assassin of love of peace and non-violence
pital some time this week.
As soon as the teacher was
Dr. Martin luther King Jr., and Ray's lust for war and
On the night that he was shot, the two boys fled.
and any possible co-conspira- race hatred.
shot, he said he had just He was carried to John Gastors die in the state of Tennes- The question
in America
returned from Humboldt, ton Hospital after having lost
see's electric chair?
hinges around attitudes in
Tenn., and was headed out considerable blood, and an
Although that question may America because not everyin North Memphis on assign- operation performed to renot be decided for as much as where in the nation was King's
ment when he changed his move the bullet.
a year from now, it was just death mourned. In certain secmind and decided to cancel Police said on Monday that a
one of the many facets of tions the death of Dr. King
the appointment and schedule suspect in the shooting had
white racism in the United was hailed.
it for Saturday, the next day. been arrested, and that three
States and the world that are
"I started looking for a well- boys were involved in the atrapidly coming under scrutiny If the Negro in America is
lighted service station from tack.
by those reviewing the con- to be completely reassured that
he can rely on the fairness of
which to make my call," he During the summer months,
American law, a hope that was
said, "and finally found one Mr. Sueing is invoved in a
on Chelsea."
regenerated when James Earl
project which seeks to get
Mr. Sueing said he com- young people who have comRay was arrested after many
pleted his call, started back pleted high school and who
Negroes had begun to feel
to his car, and was then called have the ability to do acathat white law enforcement
by two boys telling him to keep demic work beyond that level
agencies such as the police
quiet, one of whom had a gun to enter college. He had seen
and the FBI had given up
in his hand.
one prospect in Humboldt and
the search, King's killer or
They told him they wanted' was to have seen another here.
killers will have to be adehim to drive them away in, He is married to Mrs. Wilma
quately punished.
his car.
W. Sueing, a teacher at Booker
The two most coveted large But with so many Negro
Mr. Sueing said the youths,' T. Washington High School.
awards were won, during last leaders having been slain by
who appeared to be 17 years
week's NNPA 28th Annual Con- whites and with their assassins
old, did not get in his car bevention at the Summit Hotel, never even traced, much less
cause all of the doors except
by two publishers of John H. tried for murder by Southern
the one on the driver's side
state courts, Negro pessimists
Sengstacke's newspapers.
MISSISSIPPI LEGISLATOR
speaker for Men's Day at
lature and first Negro to be
Stevenson, and at left his was locked.
As they kept the gun pointed, Bishop J.A. Howell, owner of
The Russwurm Award (for are saying that it would be — The Honorable Robert G.
since
elected
body
the
Oak
Grove
to
that
Baptist
brother and sister-in-law,
at
him, he said he tried to con- One-Stop Hardware at 1443
the newspaper polling most hard to get a predominantly
Reconstruction Days, was in
Church. Flanking him here
Clark, center, a member of
Mr. and Mrs. Louis S. Clark.
vince them that they were in Mississippi blvd., said he is
points for merits) went to The white jury picked by our ran- the Mississippi State Legisas
guest
Memphis
recently
are
Rev.
and
Mrs.
Houston
an area where they could be pleased with the response
New Pittsburgh Courier for its dom system to send a white
man to the electric chair for
seen, and that they could not shown by teenagers desiring
1
2 points.
top total of 9/
killing any Negro in the South.
,get away with forcing him to to work this summer, and more
The Carl Murphy Public
applied for jobs than can
That was the question as indrive them off at gunpoint, and ha
Service Award (the first of its ternational police forces such
be illed.
was
in
the
that
squad
car
kind) plus $1,000 in cash was as the FBI, the Canadian
Other businesses are invited
immediate area.
received by the Chicago Daily Mounted Police and Scotland
"I suggested that they take I to assist in summer job placeDefender for its Cool Summer Yard turned up evidence that
the car and drive away and ments for young people of high
Campaign. The award was pro- James Earl Ray had taken on
leave me alone, but they school and college ages, he
vided by the Coca-Cola Com- fully the cloak of the white rasaid.
wouldn't do it," he said.
pany.
By BILL LITTLE
Reflecting Pool, reminded the Thinking that the two might He said the prospective ern.
cist-extremist — truly
as The local chapter of the "the limited number of Negro
Other award recipients in- much as the black extremists' NAACP has flied additional firemen (there has been no WASHINGTON, D.C. — Be- demonstrators not to provoke have been bluffing him with plovers may reach him by callNeviolence, park police threw an unloaded pistol, since the ing 948-6596.
cluded: Class I (General Ex- stereotype of the "white-skin- charges o f d i s crimination increase in the number of
fore Washington officials could
cellence) with Robert Mason ned beast" portrayed with a against black people at both, gro firemen) since Negro fire- breathe a sigh of relief after several cans of tear gas over
Water men were originally hired in
the fence at Resurrection City
as judge — First Place, Chi- carbine, an unlimited supply of Memphis Light, Gas and
Fire
De- 1955, and apparent lack of pro- over 50,000 people gathered be- to quell a rock and bottle
City
and
the
division
cago Daily Defender; Second ammunition and an obsession
motional opportunities for Ne- tween the monuments to Wash- throwing group of residents of
partment.
Place, Cleveland Call & Post; for killing blacks.
gro firemen (all Negroes are ington and Lincoln last Wed- 1 the area.
Smith,
A.
Maxine
Mrs.
Third Place, The New Pitts- It appears that Ray tried
nesday, June 19th, in a peaceprivates)."
burgh Courier.
desperately to join white mer- executive secretary of the Mrs. Smith, in a letter to ful demonstration of "solidari- The big march came off
Chapter
smoothly as a beefed-up police
Class 2 (Best Editorial) with cenaries in Africa following his NAACP, M e mphis
Po- Mr. Holloman, stated, "It has ty" with the Nation's poor, force, augmented by hundreds
Carl T. Rowan as judge; First escape to Europe, with the has requested Fire and
been brought to our attention bedlam broke out the following
Place, John Rousseau, Jr. (The idea of possibly settling down lice director Frank Holloman by Mr. Floyd Newsum. who day when demonstrators from of military policemen, calmly
diseliminate
steps
to
take
to
stood by as the long day passed A testimonial and reception School, and Barbara Anne
one
of
Louisiana Weekly); Seeond safely in his old-age in
crimination in the Memphis was employed as a fireman Resurrection City attempted to on without incident. Enter- were given last Sunday after- Nabrit, 17, a recent graduate
Fire Department which include, from 1955 until June 1968, that block traffic near the Depart- tainment at the Washington noon at First Baptist Church, of the Emma Willard School
(Continued on Page 2)
(Continued on Page 2)
all Negro firemen are still ment of Agriculture at evening
Monument
preceded
the Lauderdale, for Rev. and at Troy, N.Y., , who will be
privates. It has been reported rush hour,
formal
program
at
Lincoln
MeMrs. Henry Clark Nabrit and'entering Radcliffe College at
to us that seven of the original In
a n other
confrontation
twelve Negro firemen have about two hours later after morial, Bill Cosby, Robert children by members of the Cambridge, Mass., in the falL
Mrs. Nabrit is the former
passed the lieutenant's exami- Rev. Jesse Jackson, SCLC's Culp, Clara Ward. Jerry Butler congregation.
nation at least once. One cur- city manager of the poor peo- and baseball player Maury Rev. Nabrit has resigned Vernice Smith. a native of
rently has a score of 95.
ple's encampment along the Wills headed a long list of from the church to accept the Memphis, who has been servIn addition to the complaints mall of the Lincoln Memorial,
pastorate of the 1,200-member ing as the librarian of Booker
(Continued on Page 2)
of alleged discrimination in the
Third Baptist Church in Tole- T. Washington High School.
Fire and Police departments,
do, Ohio.
For the past two years, Rev.
the NAACP filed complaints
The family will be leaving Nabrit has been serving as
before
and
after
welfare,
his
in
against MLG&W.
One of the most outstanding
Memphis next Monday for the assistant jury commissioner.
school, he will feel good and A statement was issued by
educators in Memphis, Harry
assignment.
new
No successor has been named
be anxious to attend school Peter Myers and Joe E. Moore
T. Cash, principal of Hamilton
Rev. Nabrit had been pas- for Rev. Nabrit, but a Pulpit
knows
he
because
day,
every
stating that Negroes were reHigh School and educator for
tor of First Baptist Lauderdale Committee is interested in
there is somebody at school in- fused admission to the L.G.&W
36 years, will retire this year.
for 21 years. He came to Iprospects for the 102-year-old
welfare.
The
his
in
terested
Federal
Credit
Union.
Mr.
MyMr. Cash was born in MemMemphis in 1947 to serve as church.
teacher will also feel good and
phis and attended school here.
pastor of the church his
(Continued on Page 2)
be anxious to give what servA 41-year-old woman, who St was shot in the arm and father, Rev. James M. Nabrit,' Rev. Nabrit is the brother of
When he was five years old,
Dr. James M. Nabrit, Jr.,
ices she can to that student.
suspected her husband was out chest by a girlfriend, Miss Le- Sr., had
he attended Klondyke School,
ministered to. He president of Howard University
This will create a feeling of
with another woman, went na Jefferies, 26, of 637 Missis- was
and later Grant School. After
called while serving his in Washington, D.C., and Dr.
mutual respect between teachlooking for the man last Sun- sippi blvd.
finishing out his high school edfirst
congregation, Ebenezer Samuel M. Nabrit, former
This
feeling
of
student.
and
er
day morning. She found him The shooting occurred while
ucation at LeMoyne, he went
Baptist Church, at Beckley, W. president of Texas Southern
respect will inculcate a conand he shot her.
on to Lane college where he
the two were visiting at 478 Va.
University now in Atlanta as
ducive atmosphere for learnThe Victim is Mrs. Lorain Georgia, Apt. 11.
received a bachelor's degree
never
ing. The good teacher
Melvin of 1889 Hubert. Charged Officers said that the wom- Rev. and Mrs. Nabrit are director of a scientific founin Science. On receiving his
with carrying a pistol and as- an suspected Vick of paying the parents of two children, dation interested in strengthen,
dies, because she is rememberMaster's Degree from Tennesstudents
sault
hearts
of
her
to murder was Willie too much attention to another Charles Madison Nabrit, 15, ing the teaching of science in
ed
in
the
see Add State univ., he did
a student at Central High Southern colleges.
Woodrow Melvin, 50, of the woman.
long after she is gone.
doctorate work at George Peasame
address.
Mr. Cash has been honored Funeral services for Dr.
Miss Jeffries was charged
body in Nashville.
for many of his accomplish- Arthur L. Nicholson, 52, a l Police said that Mrs. Melvin with assault and battery and
After graduating, Mr. Cash
ments, some of these honors former Memphian practicing found her husband in a house carrying a pistol.
returned to Grant School where
at 692 Exchange St. on Sunare:
he taught and coached basein Brownsville, Tenn., were day, "and an argument de- Homicide officers said that
14 shootings were reported in
ball, basketball, track and bok•By the National Urban held last Thursday afternoon veloped.
_4
the city during the past weeking. Later he became principal
League for outstanding in the chapel of T. H. Hayes Melvin then shot his
HARRY T. CASH
wife in end.
of Grant School.
achievement during 1950;
and Sons Funeral Home.
the head and in the back. Shel
During those years at Grant existence and is known as the *By Tri-State Defender with
The eulogy was given by was taken to John Gaston HosSchool, Mr. Cash noticed that Harry T. Cash Milk Fund, and a citation of merit award in Rev. John Charles Mickle, pas- pital
where an operation was
underprivileged 1953;
gives
many of the children didn't also
tor of Second Congregational performed on Sunday and
glasses.
have enough food. "Some chil- children
•In 1947 he became an ac- Church. Ile was assisted by again on Monday. At press
dren never brought lunch to The boys who took part in tive member for life in The Father Jarette C. Adkins, min- time she was in the Intensive
school and very few ever had the tournament, were trained National Education Association ister of Emmanuel Episcopal Care Unit of the hospital.
The fifty-ninth annual conmilk." In an effort to supply In the basement gym of Cash. of the United States;
Church, who read scripture In another shooting on Satur- vention of the National Asthose children with milk, Mr. "They'd train and play with *Game over $50,000 from The and offered prayer
day morning, Booker T. Elliott, sociation for the Advancement
Cash sponsored an annual box- time left over to do their home- Harry Cash Milk Fund to the Dr. Nicholson was a grad- 28, of 2990 Radford st., was of Colored People will be held
ing tournament in which under- work. I promised the boys that Memphis and Shelby County uate of Fisk University in shot while seated in Young's June 24-29 in Atlantic City,
privileged boys were trained. If they finished high school, I'd Health Departments and was Nashville, where he received Cafe at 1668 Kansas at. by his N.J. Headquarters will be
The program, according to send them to college. All but responsible for the National his bachelor and
master's wife, Mrs. Juanita Elliott, 37. the Ritz-Carlton Hotel,
Mr. Cash had a three-fold pur- one finished college.
Defense Cadet Corps (NDCC) degrees. He taught biology at Police said that Mrs. Elliott Representing Memphis at the
pose. "First was to get boys Mr. Cash promoted boxing program in the Memphis City LeMoyne College in Memphis was angry because her hus- convention will be Jesse H.
off the street; secondly, to for 26 years. During that peri- schools. These are only a few and Philander Smith College band had lost his weekly wages Turner, president of the Memfurnish them, with activities od none of his teams lost a of Harry Cash's accomplish- in Little Rock before entering in a dice game.
phis branch; Mrs. Maxine A.
that would build their minds tournament, even though they ments.
Meharry Medical College. He Following the shooting. Mrs. Smith, executive secretary;
as well as their bodies; and fought the Army and Navy It w a s announced by the later specialized in pediatrics. Elliott flied, and was still at Mrs. Lorene Thomas, Mrs. E. R ETIREMENT GIFT —
honored at a retirement
finally, to raise money to give teams.
Memphis Board of Education Dr. Nicholson had served in large on Monday. She will be J. Washington, Mrs. Alzada
Mrs. Evelyn R. Hines re
reception. Here she is seen
to the city health department When asked what his philo- that Mr. Cash would retire on the U.S. Army. He is survived charged-A with assault to mur- Clark, Rev. Ezekiel Bell, W. C. tired as a teacher at the
accepting
a
Poo U.S.
so they could furnish under- sophy of education was, Mr.
by two sons.
der.
Weathers, Charlie Morris, Jes- Ford
Road
Elementary
Savings Bond from the
has
been
an
1968.
He
1,
July
child
feels
Interment was in Mount Car- Also on Saturday morning, se H. Bishop and C. D. Tuck- School at the end of the
priviledged children with Cash said "When a
principal, Isaiah Goodrich,
mel cemetery.
milk." The fund is still in that the teacher is interested educator for 40 years.
Louis Vick, 25, of 1348 Tunica er.
recent school year and wa.,
Jr.
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Sengstacke
Publications
Top Awards

With Prof. C.S. McCarthy as Third Place, Arthur Langford,
judge: First Place, Garth Jr. (The Atlanta Inquirer),
(Continued from Page 1)
Reeves (Miami Times); Second Mrs. Eleanor Lofton, Asera applied for membership
(Continued from Page 1)
Place, Clarence L. Matthews sistant Publisher of the Sengbut was told that he could
celebri
ties
who
entertained
not
(Louisiana Defender); Third stacke Publications, served as
join because he was a Negro. while the last of over 700
the
white- minority -ruled
na
buses
Place, Ernest M. Pharr (At- Chair of the Merit Awards
It was pointed out to him from all over the
tions on the southern tip of
nation delanta Inquirer).
Committee. Others on the ComAfrica.
that there was a credit union posited the thousands of march
Class
6
(Best
Featur
mittee were William 0. Walker,
e)
with
for "colored employees".
It
is
reveal
ed that Ray tried
participants. Three buses arArmistead S. Pride as judge: L. M. Quinn and Leon H.
to enlist as a mercenary white
According to the statement, rived from Memphis with
many
First Place, Lawrence H. Gel- Washington.
on the record board in
soldier in the same civil war
(('ontinued from Page 1)
the others arriving by planes and
ler (Philadelphia Tr i b un e);
water meter department there' cars.
for which Dr. King had been
is a sign that says. "Credit
asked to arbitrate peace nego- Place. Jesse H. Walker (The Second Place, Chester Higgins
Representative J. 0. Pattertiations just prior to his being N.Y. Amsterdam News); Third (Jet); Third Place, Ethel M.
Union White 541 Colored 323II
son, 0. W. Pickett, Dr. ;Ralph
Place, E, Washington Rhodes Payne (Sengstacke Publicaslain in Memphis.
4744".
Jackson of the African Methotions).
(The
Philad
Ray tried to enlist as a padi
elphia Tribune).
The statement continues, "All
white soldier fighting on the
• Negroes hired on the truck in dist Episcopal Church, and
mom*
Class 3 (Best Original Col- Class 7 (Best News Pictures)
Jerry
Fanion. all active in the
with M.G. Peterson as judge:
side of the state of Biafra umn) with Ed Sullivan
NOw SHOWING)
the water meter shop are
as
against the federal government judge First Place, June
classified as helpers. All em- civil rights struggle in MemBrown First Place, James Kavanaugh
of Nigeria.
ployees who disassemble water phis, were among the Bluff
Hunter (Michigan Chronicle); (The Louisiana Defender); SecX IS FOR EXCITEMENT!
Ray apparently drove to At- Second Place,
meters are Negroes. All em- City delegation.
Lawrence Geller ond Place, Fred Sweets (The
lanta
from Memphis following Third Place, D.L.
ployees except one who as- Americans of every race, and•
Stanley (At- St. Louis American); Third
the slaying. From there, he lanta
sembles water meters are way of life joined the demonPlace, Charles Harris (The
Inquirer).
may have gone to Mexico and
white. The complainants state stration and cheered enthusiNew Pittsburgh Courier).
then a few days later to Cana- Class 4 (Public Service) with,
that the job of disassembling astically when Mrs. Martin
da, where he spent two weeks Paul G. O'Friel as judge: First' Class 8 (Best Editorial Carthe meters is harder, dirtier Luther King asked for an,
under the name of a man who Place, Chicago Daily Defender; toons) with Wayne Stayskal as
and more dangerous than as- end of "the most cruel and
resemb
led him somewhat in Second Place, Los Angeles Sen- judge: First Place, Wilbert
evil war in history" and the
sembling meters.
the same neighborhood in a tinel; Third Place, a tie Holloway (The New Pittsburgh
The top pay for disas- transfer of its costs into an
white foreign-born section. La- decision between The Louisianai Courier); Second Place, Melvin
sembling meters is $3.36 per effective war against poverty.,
ter
he transferred to a room- Defender and The New Pitts- Tapley (The N.Y. Amsterdam
mur while the top pay for She urged
a woman's crusade,
News); Third Place, William
ing house run by a Chinese burgh Courier.
assembling meters is $5.72 per to achiev
e these goals. The
Class
woman
5
(Best
.
News
Story) Jackson (The St. Louis Argus).
lour. The complainants state
opposition to the war in VietBURT LANCASTER
Class 9 (Best Typography
He applied for and quickly
let a white employee never
England requires a watiing
nam became a major theme'
MARVIN • ROBERT RYAN
LEE
and Make-Up) with Ralph L.
got birth certificates for which .
sas to leave his bench once he
period of 15 days after the Hols
of the long line of speakers
PALANC
inge
he
E • RALPH BELLAMY
r
judge:
had
as
First
obviously been briefedi hearing
JACK
:!omes to work, but Negroes
in which an appeal Place, The Michig
while jobs and income for the
Telt
on vital facts, sending an alan Chronicle;
are subject to be called to do
can be made to the High Court,1
impoverished were the stated
leged "aunt" to pick them
second Place, The Chicago Daiany job, not connected with,
up. after that his lawyers
goals of the protest.
could ly Defender; Third Place, The PROFESSIONAL
It
is
figured that up to this take
:heir job classification and arel
S'
another 14 days to make New Pittsb
point, Ray had received a parurgh Courier.
it'll expected to complete a The chairman of the march.
CARDIN
ALE
an
—.CLAU
DIA
appeal
to
Dr.
Ralph
the
Abernathy. followed
Houe of Class 10 (Promotion) with
tial pay-off on his hired assas-I
:!ertain amount of work in their
r•N.I., 1,
Lords.
,
1‘ Pl•
ASIA
sin assignment and help andi
Roy E. Kohler as judge: First
lob classification. Negro em- to the rostrum such notables'
It
as
Roy
was
Wilkin
felt
s
of the NAACP.
that deportation, Place. The Louisiana Defender;
briefing on the little loopholes
aloyees must carry white emMaywood Policeman Grady Rivers (foreground)
in law which international on grounds of being an unde- Second Place, The Afro-Ameriployees any tools they might. Senator Edward Brooke of1
sirable alien, might be a quick- can; Third Place,
Massac
husett
s,
holds
up
Whitne
three
"cloak and dagger"
fingers to indicate he knows at
y Young
aeed.
The New
experts er
route to return Ray to the Pittsburgh Courier.
painst
A spokesman for LGdeWi of the National Urban League
akingl
y
note
least
for
that
many
future
smoke
who
rs
would
like
to
atten
d
use of their agents. The fact United States and that the FBI Class 11 (Youth Colum
.tated that separate credit and leaders of the Indian,
n with
one of the Hinsdale Sanitarium and Hospitalthat although he had no paying could take charge of Ray and Dean I.W. Cole as
anions are in existence and Spanish-American. and Puerto
judg
e:
guard
Rican
PLUS
him on his return trip First
sponsored Five-Day Plans to Stop Smoking.
delegations. Dr. Aberthat the federal government
occupation, but spent at least
Place. Kenneth Bedford
DEAN
MARTIN
to
the
United
States,
approved the formation of the nathy stated "that despite the
12,000,
points to a conspiracy.
once the (Milwaukee Courier); Second
Rivers, of 406 South 7th Ave., Maywood, was
''THE AMBUSHERS'
separate
He secured two passports, courts have made such a rul- Place, Stephanie Aberna
c r edit
unions.The confusion around me I guarthy
among the more than 420 participants in the May
.pokesman, who requested that antee you I will be heard."
both of which he had on him ing.
(The New Pittsburgh Courier); i
his name be withheld, siad that His speech was the longest
5-9 clinic. This showing of hands indicated the
when arrested. He had flown
the Light, Gas and Water man- and was received with numeto London, turning in half of
members of the group knew nearly 250 persons
agement does not support seg- rous interuptions
the ticket on a trip to Lisbon,
when its
who were interested in attending future clines.
-egated credit unions and that contents reveal ed
Portugal almost as soon as he
many
he management had urged gains the poor people would
Another showing of hands indicated that nearly
arrived on May 8. He also apa merger of the white and receive from late hour governparently rented a room in a
100 of their relatives and acquaintances were sucNegro credit unions.
ment decisions.
cheap "bed and breakfast" hoceeding in giving up smoking through their inThe members of each credit , Rev. Abernathy. Dr. King's
tel in a poorer section of the
aeon voted on the proposed I successor as president of the
fluence while they were in the clinic. "I think I've
city and then flew to Lisbon
merger. The results of the!Southern
where he stayed nine days.
L e adership Confgot it licked now," Rivers said of his own sueelection showed 691 opposed to erence, made it clear that
In Portugal, he tried to make
the
,
cess.
the merger and 575 in favor of expiration for the permit
contacts with the African white
.to
:he -merger.
Resurrection City would not
mercenary group who have
White employees who have dictate when the poor
been engaged in resisting guepeople "I dont care whether the
lot finished high school are would leave Washington.
rilla warfare by blacks in PorDepartment of Interior gives
'aught how to perform cer- —
tugal's
white-minority
ruled
us a permit to stay in Resurain jobs, but Negro employes
colonies of Mozambique and
rection City. I received my
eithout high school education
permit a long time ago, and The momory of the Rev Dr. Angola.
are told that they will have to
received it from no govern.: Martin Luther King, Jr. is He then returned to London
aim plete high school before
ment, from no constitution,i to be perpetuated by a set of and called a newspaper there
seing qualified for certain lobs.
from God Almighty. and commemorative stamps to be in an attempt to get the prebut
Mr. Moore, one of the cornintend
I
to stay here until jus- issued by the Republic of sent address of Major Alistair
slainants, stated that he knows
Wickes. the leader of the white
rolls
tice
out of the halls of Liberia.
or a fact that there are white
mercenaries in Africa. who adCongre
ss,
and
righte
ousnes
s
I
This
set
stamps
of
.mployees who have not
, "IN mits recent
ly securing arms
falls
from
th
e
Admini
stration, MEMORIAM," will depict highshed high school who assemTle
"Dr. Abernathy stated confi-I lights in the life of the illu- for Biafra.
water meters while Negroes The
Major Wickes had just been
Mount Olivet Baptist dently.
strious Dr. King as well as
without finishing high school Church
released from spending severis celebrating annual,
The word around twon follow- portray the simplicity of his
ire put to work on the disas-'Wome
n's Day on Sunday. June'
al months in jail in Togo, an
ing the march was that of- funeral cortege.
Tmbly line. A case was cited
30. and the public is invited. 1
African nation, where a douficials of the Campaign were ; It is anticipated that the set
'here a high school graduate
The guest speaker will be
ble-cross in the international
was turned down and shortly
highly pleased that the march of stamps will be ready for
Mrs. Ophelia Smith. a memintrigue of Major Wickes' main many respects was as suc- distribution sometime during
ifter a Negro with less educaber of Union Baptist Church.
nipulations landed all of the
ion hired.
June, 1968, at which time an
been invited to the service at cessful as the famed March
occupants of Wickes' plane in
Mr. Moore also stated that
official release from the Post
3 p.m., and one must come on Washington in 1963.
jail several months ago.
egro employees who have
The Poor People's Cam- Office Department of the Reearly to get a seat.
When the Congo became inseen with LGSEW for a number
The church is located in paign began April 29 and- the public of Liberia will be for- dependent, Major Wickes, who
if years are often transferred
warded
nine
by
hour
this
office
with once farmed in
demonstration held
South Memphis at 1370 Adelthe Transvaal
o other sections of the diviaide st.. at the corner of Olive here was hoped to be a fitting illustrations or descriptive de- in South Africa, and who trains
ions to jobs which they may
tains
concer
climax
ning
to
same.
a
stay
which has
ave.
his white mercenaries in both
lave no experience. He feels
Mrs. Lena Hartfield is clerk been marred by mud and rewas living in the Congo capihat this is done to avoid proI ports of thefts, sex orgies,
of
the
church
tal.
.
and
Rev.
Gene
noting Negro employees with
and fights within the camp.
Perkins inister
Moise Tshombe, who reprefonsiderable seniority.
Nancy Pratt, one of nearly two
sented the Belgian Colonial
The spokesman refused to denied that any discriminati
on hundred Memphians here, had
. capital
investment
interests
Tmment of many of the alle- was practiced as far as
em- been victimized by thefts but
and the interests of other Westtations until he has had ployment and restrooms were stated
the people in general
ern
powers,
hired
Major
ime to investigate. He quickly concerned.
were keeping the faith.
Wickes to get together a white
_ _
, mercenary force to aid in the
secession of the state of Ka- ,
tanga from the Congo.
It was when Ray tried toI
hoard a plane in London for
the capital city of Belgium, the
city of Brussells, on June 8,,
that he was arrested by Scotland Yard.
Ray had the two passports
in the names of both of the'
Canadians whose identity he
had assumed, with Ray's Mc-,
ture on both passposts, a fully-!
loaded pistol and about 180
or 70 pounds on him. .
Thus. Dr. King's involvement!•
as a proposed peacemaker in'
the Baifran-Nigerian War, also enters the picture as do all
the wars in the world where,
race and color are a factor .
including t h e 1 0 3-year-old'
struggle of blacks in the United
States for full equality as citinsh.e w
zeT
You simply Calif serve a fresher tastorld is very small in .
baked with the finest ingredients for
ing bread than Wonder Enriched
width now, both Ray. when
a most flavorful and nutritious loaf..
arrested and Dr. King. whom
Bread, no packed in Wonder's StaThe Seal is another good reason why
he slew, found.
Fresh plastic bag! This special bag
mothers will want Wonder Bread day
When Ray may be brought
back to te United States is helps hold moisture in, and is actuafter day for sandwiches, toast, and
problematical. He is technical- ally airtight, too. Wonder's wrapper
with meals.
ly being held for the crimes of has a plastic fastener
that
you
simpl
y
Remember, during the "Wonder
having a gun illegally and
twist to open, twist to close. No inner
Yea rs"—the f9rmative years from one
having faked passports, crimes
band makec it easy to take slices out,
committed in England. Extrathrough twelve—your children develdition hearings have begun— put them in again.
op
in many ways. They actually grow
but on these, England requires
When you see Wonder in this new
to
90%
of their adult height! To help
evidence of a prima facie case
which will be harder to prove wrapper you'll notice the Good Housemake the most of their "Wonder
keeping Seal. Yes, Wonder has earned
on the King murder count than
Years" be sure to serve nutritious
on the charge of escaping from
this famous seal...your added assurWond
er Enriched Bread''now in the.
the Missouri prison.
ance that Wonder Enriched Bread is
aikes Plasters Bancardcheks can be are acceptable anywhere and a $500 reSta-F
resh plastic wrapper.
In addition, on extradition,
coshed anywhere, because payment is
serve fund. Just by writing a check you
guisrenteed by Union Planters just like a
can borrow up to $500 and take up to 20
certified Or olehler's check. They're like
months to repay. Bancardcheks give you
travelers' checks, too, except you don't
instant cash, but they're lots safer than
tie your money up. Bancardcheks work in
carrying cash. Come in or call any Union
The Gaylords Social Club
comblustion with your Union Planters Planters Family Banking Center for an appresenting a dance and
is
docking amount to give you checks that
plication. Do it soon!
"the greatest show on earth"
on this Friday nigth, June 29.
at Club Rosewood. and Murice
,./I.
"Fesa" Hulbert will serve as
EfelaiCSIED BREA:
•1
"ringmaster."
Among the featured acts in
14 'I helps build stmag bodies 12
ways.
'1 te
the show are "Miss ShangraLa," the Dial Tones, Betty
Wilson, sensational
vocalist
of the year, and "Keg Head,"
billed as "the greatest clown
Of all."
(Cositamed freet Page 1)
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Liberia Pays
Tribute To King

Mount Olivet
Women Plan
For Annual Day

Peace In

e Ghetto

WONDER BREAD

n the new Stgresh wrapper
stays fresher to taste fresh
er!

Instant Cash

Gaylords Plan
'Greatest Show

Unign planters
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Pat*

NIA To Get $234,000
To Create New Jobs
Receipt of a $234,000 federal
grant to the National Insur- The project will be headed
ance A s sociation to help by Charles A. Davis, executive
director of NIA, Harris said.
strengthen management capaThe executive committee of the
bilities and create new job
association will supervise the
opportunities among its mem- project.
bers over the next two years;
was announced by George S. Mr. Harris gave crediti for
Harris, president of NIA.
developing the project to Dr.
The allocation of funds was Harding B. Young, chairman
of the school of business at
from the Economic
DevelopU n iversity, Arnold
ment Admin istration, an Atlanta
agency of the Department of Liebowitz, director of the
Commerce. Officially desig- Technical Assistance Division
nated a technical assistance of EDA and Don Stow of EDA
grant, the money will match for moving the project for$128,800 in funds NIA member ward. An NIA committee incompanies will provide be- cluding, H.H. Southall, presitween June 1, 1968 and May 31, dent of Southern Aid Life, I. H.
Burney, president of Afro1970.
Mr. Harris characterized the American Life, Norman B.
grant as a welc9rne assist Houston, vice president of
Golden State Life, Thaddeus
from the government
to B. Gaillard,
president
of
strengthen e n t repreneurship
where great handicaps had Great Lakes Life, and Mr.
CARVER TEACHERS REgraduation last Sunday. Both young ladies
BR AINT GRADUATES — Greensboro,
existed previously. Although Davis developed the project
received bachelor of science degrees in
N.C. Mayor Carson Bain offers congratuTIRES — John L. Outlaw,
the National Insurance Associ- and negotiated the broad outengineering mathematics. Miss Mobley
lations to A&T State University Students
center, social studies teacher
lines of the grant.
ation companies are predomiCheryll Suber, Spartansburg, S.C. and Paat Carver High School, retirwas "Miss A&T" the past school year.
nantly managed by Negroes, Mr. Harris said the project
tricia Mobley, Greensboro, following their
ed recently after having com(Curtis Peters photo)
and conduct most of their busi- will be described in detail at
pleted 40 ears in the classness among Negroes, the pro- the July 22-25, convention of
room. Presenting him a gift
NIA
in
ject will be non-discriminaLouisville.
on behalf of the school is
The association, founded In John L. Outlaw has retired Metropolitan Baptist Church, John B. Watson, right, of the
tory, he said.
Under terms of the grant, 1921, has 46 member com- from the Memphis City School corresponding Secretary of Phi school's Guidance Departthe association will expand its panies representing $400 mil- system after teaching in Mem- Beta Sigma Fraternity and ment. At left 'is Principal R.
national office staff and em- lion in assets and two and a phis and Brownsville, •Tenhes- recording secretary of the B. Thompson. (Withers Phofor 40 years.
Memphians Club, Inc.
ploy
consultants to
to)
assist quarter billion dollars of insur- see
member companies in the ance in force.
Mr. Outlaw, a social studies His wife, Mrs. Walterine Outareas of administration, investteacher at Carver High School, law, retired from teaching travel extensively including
ment, insurance operations,
received h i s bachelor of in 1966. The couple plans to tour of Europe.
chairman "This commission takes isFRANKFORT, Ky. — (UPI) Commission
and research and developScience and, master of science
— The Kentucky State Racing Geroge Egger pointed particu- sue with that ruling, and will
ment. Mr. Harris said he exdegrees from Tennessee Sate
Commission Monday ordered larly Monday to Meigs' order confer with its attorneys to depected the staff to reach a
University.
attorneys to check into pos- regarding citations issued by termine if an appeal to the
its
maximum size of nine.
He had taught at Carver High
sible appeal by several lower the commission against Lou- court of appeals (Kentucky's
since the school opened and
court rulings concerning the isville attorneys Edward, S. highest court) should be takserved as advisor of the Social.
•
of Dancer's Bonnie and Arthur Grafton, en," Egger said.
disqualification
Studies Club for which he iniImage in the Kentucky Derby. who represent Fuller.
tiated many educational trips.
The commission also expresCommission members said
The
two
attorneys
in a formal press release,
were
cited
The trips began in Tennessed,
they felt the rulings Saturday
see at Shiloh, Pickwick Dam Two Memphis residents will sentatives from Employment by Franklin circuit court judge by the commission June 4 for disagreement with the circuit
ompletes Job
Miss Phyllis Yvonne Atwater, Nashville, where the students work for the War on Poverty Security Commission and young
to diHenry Meigs "would seriously "improper conduct" relative to court order calling for it
daughter of Rev. and Mrs. Jeff saw the State Legislature in Committee of Memphis-Shelby people in 0E0 and other train- impair the supervision and the Dancer's Image situation. rect the state chemist, Kenneth
ing programs, who also met
D. Atwater of 2441 Roselle St., action.
County.
regulation of the sport of tho- Meigs ruled however, the com- Smith, to turn over all materiMemphis, received the bachelor The students undgr Mr. Out- Ann Bernice Harris lives informally with the interns roughbred racing in the com- mission did not have jurisdic- al requested by Fuller's countion to issue such citations. sel."
of arts degree from Vassar law's guidance also visited wilk her grandmother, Mrs. during the training period.
monwealth of Kentucky."
Miss Bertha M. Anderson, College at Poughkeepsie, N.Y., Washington, D.C. where they Rayvester Carrington, of 1493 Interns and supervisors staydaughter of Mrs. Arlie Ander- during its 104th Commence- were greeted by the Tennessee Barksdale. She graduated this ed at Fisk University and en- Meigs acted favorably on a
Senators and Representatives; year from Tennessee Prepara- joyed an evening's entertain- request by Peter Fuller, owner
son of 114 N. Rembert at., has ment recently.
The New York World Fair; tory School Nashville where ment Friday. Meetings on of Dancer's Image, that h e-er
been graduated from the TonThe speaker for the Com- Expo '67 in Montreal, Canada
gue Point Women's Job Corps
she was president of the Youth Saturday opened with a dis- ceive at least 30 days to preCenter at Astoria, Oregon, af- mencement was Mayor John and other parts of Canada.
and Government Council and cussion on job orientation led pare for a racing commission
Lindsay of New York City. Mr. Outlaw is a member of
ter completing a course in elec- V.
belonged to the Track and by Miss Margaret Antes and hearing. The hearing had been
tronics assembly.
Clubs. She likes golf and co-workers involved in corn- scheduled for Wednesday in
Miss Atwater, a graduate of i
munity action in Appalachia. Louisville.
Miss Anderson entered the Manassas High School, centennis.
Their headquarters are at Big Fuller was appealing a
Job Corps Center last Novem- tered her studies at Vassar in
Watkins
Frederick
is'
James
Stone Gap, Virginia. They Churthill Downs stewards' deber. It is operated by the Uni- mathematics.
the son of Mrs• Mary E• Har.yths
were eporinisnoltrie-dpno the program cision disqualifying Dancer's
versity of Oregon under a conwood, of 611-C Thomas. He
isrpon
Training Image and naming Forward
tract with the federal Office As a senior, she was chaira graduate of Catholic High b
Center in Atlanta. Staff from [Pass the 1968 Derby winner.
of Economic Opportunity with man of the college choir and
attended
lSchool,
Memphis,
and
Annual Men's Day will be
NEW YORK — In a dela- the papers filed in the suit by
I Sienna
•
• past year. the State 0E0 and VISTA Vol-"The stewards' decision was basPlillco C o r p . p r e senting a member of Students for an observed next
College this
Sunday, June
mation of character-type suit, the Robinsons' counsel, Atty.
I
unteers
in
Nashville
led
the
1
ed
finding
of
a
on
prohibitthe
vocational training as a sub- African Society*
at the Homeland Church of,His interests are drama and afternoon discussion on what
Martin J. Machat
drug in the horse's system Sugar Ray Robinson and his
contractor. It has a current
' Atwater participated God in Christ.
i mAsic, and James belonged;
filed
Mildred,
a
suit
have
wife,
Miss
post_
1
the interns can accomplish this l by a chemist who made a
enrollment of 650.
charges that
in the Vassar Medieval Semi- The guest speaker for the to the college drama club and •
' asking $250,000 from the City The suit further
•
analysis.
•
In addition to job skill trainin
has
plays.
performed
wilful.
made
Was
the
search
Bishop
program
will'
3
p.m.
be
of New York in damages aling, the Job Corps program nar_ in France during spring J. 0. Patterson, Sr., pastor of
The interns will work in th.
legedly incurred by the couple ly, maliciously and without
vacation this year.
includes remedial education
the Pentecostal Church of God field- with young people giving
when a city police lieutenant any warrant or pretense of
and personality development She has been awarded a in Christ.
them information about acaand two plainclothes officers,' leagal process."
and is available to disadvan- Vassar College Fellowship to Perry Bryant is chairman of demic institutions and work
a man and a woman, stripped
taged young women between continue her study of mathe- Men's Day. Elder F. D. Mack- training programs. They will
Mrs. Robinson and searched The incident occurred on
the ages of 16 and 21.
matics in graduate school.
lin is pastor.
!draw upon the resources of
her in a Seventh Ave. beauty May 24, 1967, it was charged,
in Vivienne's Beauty Shop,
the agency to assist the young
-h
last
•
135th St. and Seventh Ave.
Ipeople with self-improvement
Sugar Ray Robinson, the,
programs. They were among
former welter weight and mid- The couple contend that as
60 high school graduates in
dleweight boxing champion.' a result of the search, Mrs.
pISEAGRAM DISTILLERS COMPANY. N.Y.0. BLENDED WHISKEY. 86 PROOF. 65',. CHAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS.
Nashville for an orientation
and his wife filed the suit in Robinson was "injured both
program June 7, 8.
Supreme Court last week.
physically and mentally and
Clifton Drake, Neighborhood
held up to scorn and ridicule
Willis' failure Named
Dr.
protest
over
United
—
The
WASHINGTON
Youth Corps project director,
in the suit were Poand derision." The suit claims
schools. lice
accompanied the youths to States Supreme Court has to desegregate Chicago
Commissioner Howard R.
further that Mrs. robinson sufmarch- Leary
had
pickets
Atfer
the
return
a'
and
study
agreed
to
Nashville.
and three police officers
fered "public humiliation, ridiapdelineated as "Lieut. McGill
Orientation started in the ruling next fall on the question ed for quite some time,
cule and disgrace."
proximately 1,200 white heck- and
demonpeaceful
whether
of
House of Representatives at
John and Jane Doe."
gathered and began folThe Robinson charge that Mrs. Robinson asks $250.000
the Capitol with a welcome by strators can be legally arrest- lers
lowing the peaceful demonstraElbert B. Jean, State 0E0 ed just because a hostile crowd
damages for the alleged insult
throwing tors, pelting them with stones, the three police officers "seizCoordinator, who represented gathers and begins
and Mr. Robinson asks $50,000
bricks.
and
bottles
pickets and
ed Mrs. Robinson against her
Governor
Buford
Ellington, stones at the
injuries which he suffered
Police approached Comedian will" and then made her take for
who explained the purpose of threatening to start a riot.
Supreme Dick Gregory, who was leading off all her clothes so a search as her spouse.
the
The
case
which
the internship and greeted the
rule l the demonstrators, and tried to of her clothing and person The Police Department had
group on behalf of the Gover- Court agreed last week to
1965
ar- get him to call off the demon- could be made for purposes no comment to make on the
Aug.
2,
the
involves
on
•caltaZ.,
nor. He told the interns, "We
comedian, Dickl stration for the pickets' own unknown to her, according tol charges at this time.
need to stress the need for rest of black
civil safety.
you to have better training and Gregory and 39 other
who werel Gregory refused and then
become more involved in the rights activists
ti'
approximately 85 police moved in and broke up
total society." Educational and among some
engaged in the demonstration, arresting
who
were
persons
training opportunities were prepicketing the home Gregory and the 39 others on
„t.
Minted tar Richard Call, of the peaceably
Richard J. Daley in breach of peace charges.
Educational T a lent Search of Mayor
Chicago.
Later all were convicted and
Project at A.drI State Unidemonstration had be- fined various amounts ranging
versity. Miss Frances Jeter, The
protest over the up to $200 for Gregory.
Counselor with the upward gun as a
policies of Dr. Benjamin C.
Bound Program at Fisk UniWillis, who was then the su- The American Civil Liberversity, also spoke.
perintendent of Chicago schools ties Union took the case and
Ray Turner, 0E0 District
and who had been retained by has appealed it up to the
supervisor from Atlanta, talked
contract despite considerable Supreme Court.
'••••.''f
to the interns during the twoday session. Resource information was presented by repre-

Teacher Will Travel
During Retirement

Miss Atwater
Graduates
Memphis Girl
'From Vassar
C
Corps Training

Commission Orders Check Of
Appeals For Dancer's Image

nigh School Graduates

In Summer Proiect Here

MRS ROBINSON STRIPPED?

Sugar Ray, Wife
Seeking $250,000

Bishop Patterson
. Men
'
s Day Speaker,

CAN HECKLERS STALL PROTEST?

9

High Court Studies
Gregory's Arrest

;

ran rain

don't miss iit.

ree Legal Service
WDIA Pledges
Office Established
$40,000 For

As a result of the efforts of are accepted.
l a young Memphis attorney, Any meritorious case will
•
I persosn who have had to fore- be accepted. These include
go the services of a lawyer will landlord-tenant problems, in.
receive legal help, free of stallment buying cases where
a person has gotten behind in
WDIA's Goodwill Fund di-' charge.
rectors hope for a packed The N e ighborhood Legal payments, but still wishes to
house at this years STARLITE Service Project is now in pay; domestic relations, food
REVUE June 29, and they're operation at 878 Mississippi stamps, welfare and others
going to need it. WDIA has blvd., upstairs in what was involving civil litigation.
pledged $40,000 toward open- the educational building of Two or three law students
ing a second
GOODWILL Centenary Methodist Church are in the office during the
BOYS CLUB on the north side before it moved to a new
day to 'interview those who
of Memphis. The Goodwill cation on McLemore.
come in. First, it is determinFund has already paid $40,000
if the individual qualifies
The project is the brainchild ed
to help the Walker Avenue
Atty. J. Michael Cody and for the service; and secondly,
of
Boys Club get started in South
facts are in the case.
11 other young attorneys in what the
Memphis.
time for the volunsaves
This
The two WDIA Goodwill Bus- the Memphis and Shelby Coun- teer attorney who comes by in
started
Association,
who
Bar
ty
ses that the station maintains
office with limited funds the evening.
from transporting handicapped the
what they considered
to
fill
Mr. Rowe said, "Too many
children to Keel School daily is
a continuing expense. The a legal need in the community. poor people of all races only
Atty. Lackey Rowe, a vol- know the worst aspects of the
more than 120 Little League' '
Boys Baseball and Girls Soft- unteer administrative lawyer, law, such as is experienced
;ball teams plus WDIA's annual said, "The purpose of the during evictions and when pay
!scholarship programs runs up project is to make law for all checks are garnished.
'11 an annual tab of more than become a reality."
"The NEIGHBORHOOD Legal
Quality knows no season.
$20,000 exclusive
of
that The new project is not for Services Project hopes to demto the new Boys Club. persons who can afford to hire onstrate to the poor, and all
The whiskey that pours you a better drink in January, pours you a better drink in June. !pledged
Plan to make the 1968 an attorney, and no fee gene- to often the victims of the law,
It's called Seagram's 7 Crown,The Sure One.
STARLITE REVUE a sellout. rating cases—those in which that the law, is for everyone,
The Goodwill Fund needs your a lawyer's fee would come regardless of race or ecosupport.
from a financial settlement— nomic status."

New Boys Cl

L._

umm
•

SHOE SALE
QualiCraft dress styles
were 8.99

98
and

598

QualiCraft casuals
were 4.99 to 6.99

2.99 & 3.98
Dress shoes in many heel heights, open looks and pumps.
Casuals with a fun-feeling. All from our regular stock.
Ilandbagm on sale. now

17 No. Main
Laurel wood
Southland Mall

1.97 to 5.97
105 So. Main
Poplar Plaza
White Heaven

9
6
8
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Commemorative Society
Seeks Charter Members
The American Negro Corn• medals sculptured by distinmemorative Society, headed guished artists. This is an art
by Negro artist George Beach, form that can be expected to
has begun a month-long Char- last for centuries."
ter Membership Drive which
Mr. Beach continued, "Charwill end July 20, the date by
membership in our society
ter
which its charter memberopen to all Americans, reis
permanbe
ship rolls are to
gardless of race, creed or color,
ently closed.
on an equal basis. The charter
In opening the Charter Mem- membership fee is $5.00 and
bership Drive, Mr. Beach the price of each medal will be
stated, "This Society has been $7.50.
established to pay proper tri"I urge those who are inbute to the great American
terested in joining with us in
sigmade
have
who
Negroes
endeavor to be sure
nificant contributions to our this unique
their charter membernation's heritage, many of to mail
ship application before the closwhom have been forgotten. We
date, July 20," Mr. Beach
ing
will honor a different person
said.
every month, and our commemoration will be in the
For more information, conform of sterling silver art tact Mr. George Beach in the
Lewis Tower Building, Philadelphia, Pa.

Friendly Club
Is Planning
Benefit Party

Rev. Mickle To Fill
Pulpit In Minneapolis

LEGISLATOR HONORED —
Mississippi State Representative Robert G. Clark was
in Memphis recently to visit
his brother and sister-in-law
Mr. and Mrs. Louis S. Clark
of 288 Edsel ave. and a dinner was given in his honor
at the Flame Restaurant. The
first Negro elected to the
Mississippi State Legislature
since Reconstruction Days,
Mr. Clark was guest speaker at the Oak Grove Baptist
Church for its Men's Day
service. Attending the dinner
in honor of State Representative Clark were Mr. and

Mrs. Judge Moods, Rev. and
Mrs. Houston Stevenson, Mrs.
Ruth Cummings, Res. and
Mrs. C.A. Lucas, Michael
Phillips, Mr. and Mrs. Matthews Nichols, Mrs. Theresa
Phillips, Mr. and Mrs. George
Davis, Mrs. Mary E. Clemmons, Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Carter, Mr. and Mrs. James
Isom, Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert
Fiselas, Mr. and Mrs. L.
Lockard, Mr. and Mrs. H.
Reddrick, Mr. and
Mrs.
George E. Harris, Mrs. Mildred McCoy, Mr. and Mrs.
Johnny Porter and Mrs. Viola Williams.

Leaflet About Foster
Homes Is Published

Mrs. Jonas Wallace was
hostess to the Business Men,
and Women's Friendly Club
recently, and presiding in the
absence of the president was
the vice president, Jackson
Gales.
The meeting opened with deMrs. Emma
votions
by
Echols, and a welcome to their
home given by Mr. Wallace.

During the meeting, plans
The Rev. John Charles Mic- 1 Second
C o ngregational are
NASHVILLE, Publication of children. A few have Physical were made for the club's first
kle, pastor of Second Congre- Aug. 10: church and
Sunday
a recruiting leaflet for foster or mental handicaps.
benefit affair for charity, a
gational Church will serve as
parents was announced today Foster parents are responsi- summer festival, to be held
School picnic at Riverside
summer pastor of the Colonial
by State Welfare Commissioner ble for regular care of a child, at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Congregational Church in Min- Park, and the taking of the
Herman L. Yeatman.
24 hours a day. The Welfare Johnnie Williams on July 28
neapolis, Minn.
100th Anniversary picture of
Called "Foster Care," the Department pays the child's at 7:30.
Colonial Congreg ational church members following the
folder features appealing photo- expenses, plans for his future,
Church is a white suburban: worship service on Sunday,
QUEEN
—
graphs of children, explains and supervises his care in the Two prizes will be raffled EMMANUEL'S
church with a membership ofo Sept. 1.
off: a small radio and some Little Miss Carla Vernetta
why foster parents are needed, foster home.
more than 2,000, and is pasClay, two, was crowned queen
and tells who can qualify to The board rate is sufficient Teflon cookware.
tored by the Rev. Arthur A.
;board
children for the Welfare to meet the child's needs but is Following the business ses- of Emmanuel Church of God
Rouner, Jr.
;Department.
in Christ recently after her
not enough to supplement the
Rev. Mickle, who is also
sion, a delicious repast was
sponsor raised the highest
income, the
Com- served the members.
It is directed to couples who, family
student placement director of
amount of money in a state
missioncr said.
love
children,
have
room
for
LeMoyne-Owen
College
and
sponsored by her goddrive,
Copies
meeting
of
will
the
folder
addiand
next
club's
The
one
or
more
in
their
homes,
vice president of the Memphis
and are physically able to care tional information about the be held in the home of the mother, Mrs. Luvenia Mitchell,
Ministers
A s sociation,
will
for them and participate in foster care program may be president, Mrs. Spencer Brooks. she is the daughter of Elder
preach at the 10 a.m. worship
James H. Strickland, son of his doctorate with majors in their activities.
county Mrs. Thelma Bailey is club and Mrs. Robert Clay. Her
any
In some cases obtained from
service during four Sundays in
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew D. anatomy and cytology, and widows or
father is pastor of the church.
reporter.
single women with welfare office.
July.
Strickland of 1077 Walk pl., minors in pathology and physi- experience
in child care may
The Mickle family
%kill
The women of Warner Tem-1 Memphis, received his doctor ology.
also qualify.
travel to Minneapolis with him
His doctoral dissertation was The Department now has
pie
A.M.E. Zion Church, 917 of philosophy degree from
and occupy the parsonage.
Purdue University in Indiana concerned with "the electron
nearly 2,000 children in foster
Pulpit guests scheduled MI Mississippi blvd., will celebrate on Sunday,
June 9.
microscopy of the cardiovascu-I care. 350 of them in Shelby
Annual
Woman's
program
Day
speak at Second Congregational
Members of a clergy organ!- I from causing trouble.
roborated testimony of a man
Dr. Strickland is a graduate lar system with special refer- 1 County.
Church in July are the Rev. next Sunday, June 30.
zation
in Woodlawn Tuesday! In defense of Fry, clergy- who, by his past criminal hisence
to
the
impulse conduction "We need homes for children
Theodore H. Van Dyck, St. The theme, "The Outreach of Booker T. Washington High
announced support for the Rev.I members of the Greater Wood- tory, leaves the veracity of his
system of the heart."
who can't stay with their
Louis. Mo.. secretary of the of Christian Women in the School. He completed his underJohn Fry, the Presbyterian lawn
Pastor's
Alliance (a accusations questionable."
Dr.
Strickland
graduate
has
studies
been
at
Arkansasi
own families," Commissioner
Program Division of the United Age of Rebellion," will be,
minister testifying before a!TWO member organization repChurch Board for World minis- carried out throughout all of ANI&N College where he ma- teaching neurology and histolo- Yeatman said. "Many of them senate subcommittee on
The letter accused the Senate
thel resenting 30 churches sent
gy at Purdue, and he plans to are awaiting adoption, others
tries. July 7; the Rev. Edward the services beginning in the jored in biology.
subcommittee of allowing a
activities
gang
membersI
of
identical
letters
supporting
Fry
continue
teaching
while
doing need temporary homes due
F. Ouelette, chaplain of Le- Sunday School and culminating He received his master's deworking in an anti-poverty to McClellan and to Vice Presi- "vicious character assassinato illness of a parent or some
Moyne-Owen College, July 14: with the afternoon program at gree from Michigan State Uni- research in his specialty.
tion to defame the dignity and
Project here.
Youth
He
dent Hubert H. Humphrey.
has
done
cancer
research
versity
where he majored in
other family problem, and
Dr. Wilmer MacNair. a mein- 4 p.m.
sanctity of one of the foreat
the
University
of
Kansas,
anatomy and minored in Pathsome, who cannot be placed The project, sponsored byl The letter stated in part: most leaders of the
ber of the Memphis State UMChristian
taught biology at Delaware for adoption, need substitute The
Woodlawn
Organization!"We are appalled and shock- church in the country."
yersity faculty. July 21; and Mrs. Georgia V. Harvey, ology.
State
College,
well-known
and
was
associguidance
counselor
At
Purdue. he studied for
parents on a long-term basis." (TWO) has come under attack ed that a man of his (Fry)
Dr. Hollis F. Price, president of
ate professor of biology at Tal- Children needing foster care following
Manassas High School.
It urges Mr. Humphrey "to
charges by Commit- stature and integrity would be
Lemoyne-Owen College, July 28. at
ladega
College.
r• L
range in age from infancy tee Chairman John L. McClel- subjected to gross humiliation use the power of your office
Presiding at the services will be the guest speaker.
Dr. Strickland also served as through adolescence,
as president pro-tern of the
the leaf- lan (D. Ark.) that federal mon- and public ridicule.
will be Deacon Eugene Moore. Mrs. Rosie S. Porter, the Eight
assistant professor at Tuskegee let states. Most of them
are ey is being used to pay off "The basis for the attack United States Senate to stop
Second Congregational will general Chairman, is extending
Institute and was at one time healthy,
1
attractive,
normal gang members and keep them upon Rev. Fry was the un-cor- this senseless vilification of a
hold its summer Communion' a cordial invitation to the puba medical technician at the
Worship Services on Sundays, lie'
respected and worthy minisE.H. Crump Memorial Hospiter . . ."
June 30 and August 4 with the
Rev. W. J. Neal is the pastor
tal
in Memphis.
The
Eight Cobra
Social
pastor presiding.
and Mrs. Myrtice Askew is
"CALL RAYMOND —
Club is presenting a "beer He is a member of MetropoliOther important dates at the chairman of publicity.
call Your Lawyer
burst" at the Foote Homes tan Baptist Church in MemHOWARD WARNER
2542 Chelsea
auditorium on Saturday night, phis and belongs to Alpha Phi
458-2365
June 29, from 9 p. in. until Alpha Fraternity,
Sundry
Drug - Drygood
late. The public is invited.
Store Combination
Officers of the club are Wal
ter Mosby. president: David
Good Business Good Location
VALUES
1955 CHEVROLET I-ton
Holyfield, vice president; L. T
panel. 4
speed forward track. In good running
HIGH,:
Hamilton, business manager;
condition. Anyone interested in moving
to Los Angeles. Calif., or would
Felix
Livingston. secretary;
like
to drive this truck to California call
A. T. Tate, assistant business
947-4847. John I
Jones.
. Also
would sell this truck.
manager: Lugen Reed, treasC. B. Berry
urer: E. Q. Hall, sergeant946-6421
at-arms, and Otis
McNeil,
BAIRDS' REALTY CO.
chaplain.
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27 North Cleveland

Moligmrizmus
ANY STYLE
RESIDENTIAL

Frcz., Estimates—Quickest Service—
Lowest Price
Moil Orders Solicited—Write or Telephone

Ex-Memphian
Heads Watts
Area Project

Big 35 1 45 Store, fully stocked
with
hundred of items, Entire stock and
real estate can be obtained by calling

PALMER'S
"SKIN SUCCESS
OINTMENT
gag

project -Operation !
The
Tighten Up" Campaign Week,
was s p onsored
Boy's
by
DR. J. H. STRICKLAND
League of Jordon High School,
located in the Watts Area, of
Los Angeles, Calif. It was
under the leadership of Carl
R. Betts, a social studies teacher and adviser to the club.
Mr. Betts is a graduate of Melrose High School. His parents
are Mr. and Mrs. Haywood W. Little
Michelle
Washburn,
Betts Sr. of 756 Baltimore St. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Gene
TOPS AT KINDERGARgarten at 565 Lester at. in
"Operation Tighten Up" was Washburn. was the top conTEN — Michelle Washburn
a king and queen contest,
organized in an effort to testant
center, was crowned queen
crowned
was
and
and is seen here flanked by
give students and others who queen in a contest sponsored
of the Lester Street Kinderother top contestants. At
were unable to go to Washing- by the Lester Street Kinder—
—
ton. D. C. an opportunity to garten at 565 Lester it.
participate in an historical
Winner of the King title was
event.
Gerald Yarbrough. son of Mrs
The main objective of this Barbara Yarbrough.
project was to demonstrate sen- Coming in second in the
sitive identification with the ob- queen contest was Kimberly
jectives of the Poor People's Evers, daughter of Mr. and
Campaign by partaking in the Mrs. O.Z. Evers.
Carl Anthony Helms, son of students as well as by men,
true spirit of giving.
Other top contestants were Mrs. Albert L. Helms, 1531 hers of the faculty and staff
On Saturday, May 25-47 boxes Loren Pryor, daughter of Mr. South Street, Memphis. has
(1200 lbs.) of clothing, shoes, and Mrs. J. Blank; Latricia achieved an outstanding honor A graduate of Hamilton High
bedding, soap, toothpaste and SAmlers, daughter of Mr. and at David Lipscomb College, School, Mr. Helms won fourth
brushes, laundry soap, towels, 1111.s. Cleo Sanders; carol Blay- Nashville, Tenn.
place in the 1966 Regional Comand many other personal items Ida, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. He is the recipient of the prehensive High School Mathewere shipped through United L.T. Blaylock, and Karine Physics Handbook Award given matics Examinations in 1966.
Airlines to Resurrection City. Teresa Watkins, daughter of each year to the Lipscomb He was also co-author of the
They were to arrive in Wash- Mrs. Karine Watkins.
first-year student making the senior class prophecy and
ington, D.C. Sunday, May 28 The kindergarten was recess- highest grade average for the chapllain of the 12th grade
at 6:50 a.m. The boxes were ed for summer and will open year in physics.
homeroom.
to be delivered to Resurrection next fall at regular school Dean Mack Wayne Craig
He has consistently made
City on Monday. May 27. A tele- time.
made the presentation to Helms the Honor Roll since entering
gram
was sent to Revs. The directors of the Lester at an Honors Day convocation
Lipscomb last fall, requirement
Ralph D Abernathy and Jessie Street Kindergarten are Mrs. at the end of the spring quarter.
for which is maintenance of a
Jackson to let them know that J. Logan and Mrs. D. Hum- This was attended by
Lips- 3.5 average throughout each
the items would be arriving. phrey.
comb's
approximately
1900 quarter.
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relieves the itching and irritation of this
ugly skin troqble it removes the scales,

dissolves the horny skin. It is cooling and
soothing. It refreshes the skin. No matter
how long you have suffered try PALMER'S
"SKIN succur OINTMENT, and get the
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Memphian Top Physics
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left is Gerald Yarbrough,
and at right Kimberly
Evers.

GET HEAD-TO-TOE PROTECTION
with the deep-acting foamy medication
of "SKIN SOCCESS" SOAP. it beauty
bathes while It fights germs that often
surliest* perspiration odor .. makes
you sure you're nice to be near.
PALMERI "$5111SOCCESS" SOAP.
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NEW CAR SALES REPRESENTATIVE
Opening for sales minded man No minimum formal education requirements but must te able to
pFoduce results. No previous automotive expo'''.
ience necessary if attitude and aptitude ore
right for the job. This is not a part-time opportunity but a full-time job. If sales qualified, the
opportunity is without limit. Please apply in
person to Mr. Charles H. Jenkins, John T. Fisher
Motor Company, 1925 Union Avenue.
op UM
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I
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19 oz.
/
Pkg. 19t
Id"
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Personal belongings of residents of Resurrection City are placed into cartons as
workmen level the shanties that had housed the Poor People's campaigners for the

last several weeks in Washington. A television and a fat (right foreground) are
among the campaigners' possessions. (UPI
Telephoto)
-

A group of Southside ousinessmen and
representatives of state and local agencies
held their third meeting at the Chicago Defender Tuesday to discuss insurance legislation and business maintainence in the black

community. John II. Sengstacke (at head of
table) Editor and Publlisher of the Daily
Defender was the host. (Photo by John
Gunn)

Teachers Urged
To Learn
About Negroes

YOUTH'S LIFE SAVED
Dennis Jones of Enplemood, N. J.. is assisted over a, ledge of the George Washington
Bridge in New York, where he perched for
more than an hour with only his hands
holding onto the concrete base and his feet

touching a three-inch ledge. Police said the
Youth, beset by personal problems, was
taken to a nearby hospital for observation.
tUPI Telephoto)

PRESS TALK — Mayor
Walter Washington of the
District of Columbia chats
with John Hoar, former assistant attorney general for
civil rights, and Clarence

Mitchell. Washington director of the NAACP. at Capital Press Club's 25th anniversary banquet where honored guests received service a ards.

MADISON. Wis. — An educational speciaLst with the i
Washin-zton D.C. public schools
Monday said teachers could
: do more about bringing black
i and white closer together 11
they knew more about Negroes. I
Dr. Mitton C. Lee told
seminar for teachers. 'administrators and librarians that the
American Negro "has no idea
of his future be—lise ho has no
idea of hi.: past."
He ,arg,ed teachers to learn
something about the kingdoms j
of Aledievai Al,
to remein-.
ber that Negroes are not the
in have evcr
only heoplo
been slaves and emphasize the
activities of free Negroes of
the pre-civil war period.
"You'.I he surprised." he
said. "what it does for a Negro child to know these thins.
"History must be told like it
was. Sincereil!. and honosty•
are in. hypocrisy is out
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By HARRY GOLDEN

Ritter's book is a reproduction of twenty-two taped interviews with the men who played baseball in its early days.
The players range from Rube
Marquand who began pitching
in 1908 and concludes with Paul
Waner who retired in 1945.

MULE TRAIN FINALLY REACHES D.C.
ington SCLC, said it will carry the poor people's message throughout the District of
Columbia in an effort to mobilize Washington residents. (UPI Telephoto)

The mule train that was a sy nibol of the
Poor People's campaign finally crossed
the river into Washington. The train is
shown as it approaches the U.S. capitol.
The Rev. Walter Fauntroy, head of Wash-
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When I published the "Israelite" I ran a review of "The
Glory of Their Times" which
said the book recreated what
it meant to be a ball player —
"how the restaurants treated
them, the fans, the Mayor of
Boston, how they themselves
felt under pressure Some of
these ball players were drunks
and some were sanctimonious
preachers.
Some squandered their talents and some saved their money but to a man, all of them
told Professor Ritter they were
proud to have done it and they
would do it all again. This is
they way life should be lived."

SERVICE*N SMILE
CALL 278-9257

Like
tim
and
excittenitent?
•••von

We have begun an infrequent
correspondence, Professor Ritter and I and the other day I
received a newsletter of sorts
sponsored by the Manufacturers Hanover Trust Company
which described inflation yesterday and today and was authored by Professor Ritter.
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RACING NIGHLY THRU
OCTOBER 11th
WEST MEMPHIS
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367 Union
527-4471
2969 Summer
323-5594
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Oniy in America
Lawrence
Ritter is a professor of finance at New York
University's Graduate School
of Business Administration. He
is also the author of one of the
best books ever written about
baseball, "The Glory of Their
Times." which MacMillan published in 1966.
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It is now generally conceded that the Negro in the United
States is very much engaged in a conscious search for a
suitable "image" of himself.
That's the often quoted explanation for the so-called "natu
ral" hair-do that many Negro men and women are affecting.
It accounts for the more or less bizarre dress prey ailing
among the younger set. It explains why so many Negr
spokesmen are turning to the general use of the term "black
people," "black community," "black art," and other expressions in which the word "black" receives such great emphasis.
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The usual explanation is that all of it reflects an attempt
among Negroes to get rid of the white standards, physical,
cultural, psychological, and otherwise by which they have
so long judged themselves. And, it's understandable as a part
of the Negro protest and search for an identity all his own
. . .worthy of respect and dignity. Someone has written that
the race needs "heroes" of stature and soundness with whom
it can relate.
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Well; now, here's a question: What could be a be tte r
"image". . . living image for the Negro girl and woman
than that provided by the unquestioned dignity, courage, character, and strength of Mrs. Martin Luther King and Mrs.
Medgar Evers?

Unresolved Issues
Ending the war in Vietnam, bring- speeches. He was never bitter and never
ing the poor into the mainstream of
resorted to personal debasement of his
American affluence and establishing
opponents.
better relations between the races were
the issues that animated the late Sen.
He was content to discuss the
Robert F. Kennedy's campaign for the grave national questions at issue; quesPresidency. He is gone, but the issues tions to which he brought the faultless
are still here waiting for a logical reso- logic of a legalistic discipline that put
lution.
his reasoning on human affairs beyond
The New York Senator raised those challenge.
questions with a sharpness and consisThere is no doubting the fact that
tency that surpassed the usual ardor the
nation is facing one of the most
of political candidates. Yet he raised the trying ordeals of its existence.
Victory
essential issues of our times in a style in Vietnam
is admittedly a military
that was devoid of bombast and rhe- impossibility
for either side. The peace
torical tour de force.
talks that are going on convulsively in
His was the direct, sensible approach to serious problems that affect
not only the nation's international commitments and economic outlook, but
America's very soul. A nation cannot
live by triumph of arms alone, nor by
the strength of its economy, nor by the
abundance of its wealth. All of these
attributes can evaporate overnight.
Rome and Greece had them to a superlative degree. Yet they lost their power
and pres4;ge when their civilization
collapsed.
Robert Kennedy was a good enough
student of history to recall these events
and to frame them in his admonition
to the American people and the government. Though he was in a gripping, uncertain political battle, there was a
spiritual quality
to his campaign

What Happens When The
Negro GI Returns Home?
By

THOMAS CORPORA

per cent of the Army's Officer la few words of Vietnamese
Corps, command everything and on search operations in
NEW YORK —(UPI) — In from platoons to battalions. villages he seeks out the elders
May of 1966, in the jungle war Others hold important staff and tries to explain what
the
zones northwest of Saigon, Joe jobs at every headquarters. troops are doing and why. He
Williams, 19, a high school The Negro soldier has won also offers to treat sick
vildropout, braved heavy machine more than his share of decora- lagers.
gun and mortar fire to aid tions in Vietnam, including,
Often, Baker ends up being
his buddies caught in an r.m- twice, the nation's highest
invited to drink tea with these
bush.
award for devotion to duty, the village leaders and, when his
Paris hold no bright prospect for a Williams, a medic with a Medal of Honor. One of the unit pulls
out, he has left berifle platoon of the First winners was Pfc. Milton Olive,
settlement of the Asian crisis in the Infantry
D i vision, crawled 19, who threw himself on a hind Vietnamese who may not
be friends of the United States
foreseeable future.
from man to man, plugging live hand grenade and gave
but
at least better understand
gaping shrapnel wounds with his life to save four others,
the GI.
Poverty, which is wrapped up in thick dressings, shooting mor- both blacks and
whites.
most eloquent record
the civil rights package, has been toss- phine into another whose arm Tributes to his record in ofThe
the black soldier in combat
had been shattered and telling Vietnam have been paid the
ed into the political frying pan as an another he would be okay, alis that written in his won
Negro by everyone from Conissue to be decided not on its own mer- though the lower portion of his gressmen to commanders to blood. Between 1961 and the
end of 1967, 14.1 per cent of
white comrades-in-arms.
it, but on the basis of how much meat body was blown away.
Joey was hit three times by "The old notion that they all battle deaths were Negroes,
it can yield t opartisan politics.
bullets—in the back, in the are cowards has been dis- although Negroes during those
legs and in one foot. For his proved," said Joseph W. Dal- years averaged less than 10
Robert Kennedy had discussed heroism, the Army awarded
per tent of the total troops
ton, Jr., 26, of Schenectady,
these problems not with the passion and Spec. 4 Don (Joey) Williams of N.Y. a former Marine lieuten- in Vietnam.
Memphis, Benn. the Bronze ant who is white. "Negroes are The New York Times rerheotoric of a politician, but with the Star
medal with a "V" for as good fighting men as whites. ported that in late 1965 and
objectivity and honesty of a leader who valor.
There is no difference over early 1966, black battle deaths
rose to 25 per cent and the
is dedicated to the welfare of his coun- On April 4, 1968, near Main there."
and Beale streets in downtown Gen. William C. Westmore- Pentagon ordered a cutback in'
try and its people.
Memphis, Joey Withams, then land, the former U.S. comman- Negro participation at the
21 and unemployed, looted der in Vietnam, used the op- front. The defense Department
The sailent issues are pretty well- stores, burned shops and fought
portunity of a speech before officially denies the report.
diiined. Their solutions, however, are the p o lice and National the all-white legislature of The Vietnam war has been
South Carolina, his home state, a widening experience for
sketched only superficially on either Guard.
Six months after Joey won to single out the Negro soldier nearly every Negro. His battle
side of the political fence.
his decoration, on Nov. 6, 1966, for praise.
record is a source of new
Buddy Warrick, 22, a high "The performance of the pride and new confidence and
school dropout and a rifleman, Negro soldier has been par- by living among whites in a
himself in ticularly inspiring to me," truly integrited situation he
distinguished
combat during a battle in the Westmoreland s a id. "They has learned that "all white
central lowlands of Vietnam. serve with distinction."
people are not geniuses and
Warrick ignored heavy en- On another occasion, West- all Negroes are not idiots."
emy mortar fire and dragged moreland said he had "an
Most Negroes leave the
, a wounded buddy 120 yards intuitive feeling that the Ne- service
determined to adit.° safety. For his heroism, the
ties. Though Chief Justice Earl War- 196th Light Infantry Brigade gro servicemen have a better vance in life and share in
understanding than the whites America's dream.
ren laid down a rule of reasonableness awarded Sgt. James (Buddy) of what the war is about."
"After risking his life in the
that will permit policemen to search Warrick of Providence, R.I., He referred to the involve- service of his country and, in
the Army commendation medal ment of so many black soldiers, the
process, having experienced
suspects, there is no guarantee that an with a "V" and the Vietnamese
perhaps through a feeling of the most advanced form of inarresting officer would not go beyond government decorated him empathy, in what the mili- tegration in America's hisits Silver Star for valor. tary likes to call "the battle
tory," wrote Whitney M. Young
the "probable cause" provision of the with
On Agu. 1, 1967, Buddy for the hearts and minds" of Jr., head
of the Urban League,
Fourth Amendment.
Warrick, a 1 so unemployed, the Vietnamese peasant.
after a trip to Vietnam
"the
went into the riot-torn streets Spec. 4 Michael Baker of
Negro veteran is not prepared
If a decent, law-abiding citizen is of South Providence in a Chicago, 21, a medic in the to
return to the status quo, to
stopped and frisked over his protest, personally dangerous effort to First Cavalry Division, is regress culturally and socially
persuade Negroes to stop loot- typical of that kind of Negro
once he sets foot on American
the policeman would defend himself on ing and burning and go home.
soldier. He has taught himself soil."
the ground that he felt he had reason- Williams and Warrick are
able cause to be suspicious of the per- Negroes and the thing that
sent Joey into the streets to
son he had frisked.
riot and Buddy into the streets
to stop a riot was the different
The police in Chicago and other feelings each had about the

Stop Frisk Ruling
In upholding the authority of policemen to stop suspicious looking persona and frisk them for weapons when
that is necessary for the policemen's
safety, the Supreme Court chewed up
quite a hunk of the individual's protection against unreasonable search and
seizure as provided in the Fourth
Amendment.

These two women, denied the great adulation and praise
heaped upon the Kennedy widows by the communication media, have measured up to every queenly virtue demanded of
women who have experienced the throes they have undergone.
They symbolize the thousands, even millions of other black
women who have had to carry on in the face of dire adversity.
And they have set a splendid and magnificent example. They
have given Negro women a commendable "image" without
the unusual hair-do's, the freakish clothes, the off-beat language, and extreme attitudes. They have voiced the inner
dignity, strength, and understanding, as well as purpose of
the great black women who have long graced this land.
And as for a male "image". . .well, Ma r t in Luthe r
King and Medgar Evers have given the world and history
young
men
. . . and
race
their
the
of
. . .some might y powerf u I models. They, too, did it
without displays of "different" physical appearances in the
way of clothing, speech, or hair. They gave a si mple and
understandable pattern of just plain strong, dedicated, courageous, and determined manhood. They spoke. . . in their
presence, in a language that men of every race, creed, or
clime could understand and respect. They were ready to "lay
themselves on the line" for right, justice, and freedom. And
none of the greatest men in history have done any more than
that.
So, the Negro's search for "images" might well start on
the basic pattern these two men and others like them have
already cut out. The same goes for black women, when Mrs.
King and Mrs. Evers are considered.
Young Negroes who are now so blatantly asserting their
right to have a better "image" of themselves for the world
to consider, might well take a close, hard look at some of
the good "images" they already have among them.
Ever thought of that?

ONLY IN AMERICA

Fred Douglass'
White Wife
By HARRY GOLDEN
Frederick Dougas, one of the great Negroes of our country, was severely criticized for marrying a white woman.
Douglass had been a fugitive slave out of Baltimore who,
saving his wages up North, bought the freedom of his childhood sweetheart. She came North and they were married.
Some years later, she died and Frederick Douglass took to
himself another wife, thi. time a white woman.
There was a big hullaballoo from both sides. Some Negroes
Called him a traitor to his race; many white heaped scorn and
contempt on both Douglasses. To all of this
Frederick Douglass replied in effect; "I don't
see what they are troubled about My first wife
was the color of my mother. My second wife is
the color of my father."
Frederick Douglass was welcomed by Lin
coin at the White House and the essay he wrote
about that meeting is not dated at all. Douglass
also wrote that in the presence of Lincoln, he,
Douglass, was colorblind.
ROM
Good going!

This marked the first time t h e
Court has held that police can detain
and search persons without "probable
HOW TO DIE LAUGHING
cause." We agree with Justice William
O'Douglas who observed in his dissentRead the editorials in the Southern press and literally you
will die laughing.
ing opinion that: "To give the police
communities have been stopping a n d
greater power than a magistrate is to
Take the Supreme Court as an example. The Southern
frisking suspects for years, the ques- Williams felt that after having served in Vietnam, his
take a long step down the totalitarian
papers are suddenly blessing the dissenters. The dissenters are
tion of whether the practice violated country had failed to deliver
those Justices who recently read contrary opinions when the
path."
the Fourth Amendment to the Consti- on its promise of democracy TALLAHASSEE, F I a. — the Ph. D. degree in Art Court struck
down Virginia's State-applied poll tax. The
Education
at
Pennsylvania
l(FAMU)
The
—
Florida
and equal opportunity for
He went on: "The hydraulic press- tution was not meaningful until 1961. everyone.
A&M
U n i versity (FAMU) State University; Curtis R. Southerners waxed enthusiastic over John Marshall Harlan's
ures ... to water down constitutional In that year the Supreme Court held Warrick believed that the Committee on Faculty De- King, studying at Teachers dissent. Said the Justice:
College, Columbia University;
guarantees and give the police the up- that evidence obtained in violation of delivery was slow, that it was velopment and Grants has Dr.
Sybil Mobley, research
"Property and poll tax qualifications, very simply, are not
coming and he would get his. approved awards for further
per hand . . . have never been greater that amendment could not be used in In the Army, both men saw study to 10 faculty members. in a c co un ting practices; in accord with current
egalitarian notions of how a modern
awards are for re- Dr. Charles J. Stanley, Jr., democracy
democracy in action—in equal The
than they are today. Yet the individual state courts.
should
be
organized.
It is of course entirely fitting
opporutnities for advancement, search, graduate and post- research and study in the
is no longer to be sovereign, if the poThe Fourth Amendment daclares in full integration. In Vietnam, graduate work at six uni- techniques o f p rogrammed that legislatures should modify the law to reflect such changes
lice can pick him up whenever they do
in modern attitudes."
instruction.
in part that "the right of the people both learned there was only versities.
one color — olive drab — and Recipients of the awards
not like the cut of his jib. If they can to
All the editors call Harlan a "liberal." They love dissentbe secure in their persons, houses, only one concern—battle per- include:
'seize' and 'search' him in their discre- papers
ing
liberals.
and effects, against unreason- formance.
Osiefield Anderson, studying
tion, we enter a new regime."
The
battle
record
of
Joey,
able searches and seizures, shall not be
But these same editors poured venom against these justicfor the
Ph.D
degree in
Buddy and thousands of their
The ruling gave the police virtual- violated, and no warrants shall be issued, Nem "brothers" is superb. Mathematics at Ohio State MIAMI BEACH — (NPI1 — es, four in number, who dissented in the majority opinion
University; Lillie S. Davis,
which upheld Ralph Ginzburg's conviction for pornography.
Negroes make up not quite 10
ly the full range of powers that law en- but upon probable cause."
studying for the Ed.D. degree Organization of all Negro pubper
cent
of
the
total
is frightening to think how close was this decision to uphold
number
"It
lic
employes
in
the
South
by
forcement representatives had asked of
In Education at the University
the American Federation of morality," said one of the Southern sheets.
The decision is a great disappoint_ of men in uniform, according of Oklahoma;
Edwin
F. State, County and
the Court. It rejected appeals by civil ment.
to the Defense Department,
Municipal
It places unreasonable now&
It reminds me of the, Southern newspaper which blasted
--jin but more than 17 per cent of Norwood, research and pro- Employes has been urged by
rights and civil liberties groups to limit
the hands of policemen who are often the men assigned to combat duction project in Adult Edu- the Rev. Ralph David Aberna- the government for its social legislation. ". . . which under
cation; Beverly B. Archer,
the "stop and frisk" power of the pomines the moral fiber of our people" on the editorial page
thy.
loathed to exercise discretionary judg- "occupations" are black. In studying for the Ph.D.
degree The union represents
while on page one they demanded to know in a big headline:
some elite airborne brigades,
lice.
the
ment especially when a black man is in- Negro soldiers number between in Agriculture Education at
"Why haven't we received our local anti-poverty funds?"
Memphis
garbage
workers,
• • •
The American Civil Liberties volved in the equation. What is still 25 and 45 per cent of the Ohio State University;
whose strike was followed by
Bernice
R.
Boulware, Study- the assassination of Dr. Matin
Union and the NAACP's Legal Defense more deplorable is that the ruling rep- troops.
ADVICE TO THE LOVELORN
Almost one in four, 24.2 per ing for the Ph.D. degree in Luther King Jr. "Together we
resents
Inc.,
Fund,
had
substantive
the
argued
Educational
first
indication cent, of the noncommissioned English at Florida State Uni- stand and divided we fall,"
and
I once printed a letter from a girl who asked me what to
that if the high court made such a that the Court's liberal tradition is battle leaders in Vietnam, versity; Jam es N. Easton, said Rev. Abernathy, SCLC do because her boy friend disappeared leaving all his shirts,
squad leaders to field studying for the Ph.D degreein president, in explaining why socks, and two pairs of pants at her apartment. wrote her,
ruling the power would be used to ha- wilting under the pressure of criticism from
I
first sergeants, are black, and History at Duke University; the black workers should be "Honey, don't do anything about him.
Just find another man
rass Negroes and other racial minori- from reactionary circles. .
Negro officers, though only 5 Gerald Hooper, studying for organized.

10 Faculty Members

Union Asked To
Take Blacks

who can wear the same size shirts, socks, and pants."
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Old Guard Keeps
Its NAACP Power

I

Fry Denies Gun
Storage Charge
As Rose Lawns

ATLANTIC CITY, N.Y.
Rev. Ralph David Abernathy
The Old Guard and the, and the poor people and then
Turksof
the, ask
"Young
for audiences with the atNational Association for thel
torney
g e n era!, President,
Advancement of Colored Peoand
on,
the
Tuesday
again
leaders of Congress
ple battled
the convention floor over a in an effort to seek a release
resolution to pack up and go of those jailed and to see
that
to Washington to support the meaningful action
comes out
Poor People's Campaign,
WASHINGTON
George sented in the hearings to date.
—
of this congress."
The Old Guard won in a
"Watusi"
Rose,
war The $927,300 program was in
ousted
Lewis,
booming voice opposing the
who had led and lost
lord of the Blackstone Rangers, tended to provide hard-core
a floor fight Monday in an atmove.
Chester I. Lewis, of Wichita, tempt to make the moderate Tuesday listened in silence alienated ghetto youths with
as a Presbyterian minister training in basic skills to preKans., leader of the younger,: civil rights organization more denied a
charge made by pare them for jobs.
militant group, introduced the militant, first complained that
resolution which called on,the resolution had been "wa- Rose that he permitted street It is Chicago's only antigangs to store weapons in his poverty program that does
the NAACP Executive Secre- tered down" in the resolutions
Southside, Chicago church.
not come under the direct adWilkins,
four
of
his;
Roy
committee. He moved that intary
Rose a tall youth, was ministration of the local poverand
four
repre-leaders,
stead of going to Resurrectop co
sentatives from each of the tion City to protest, the NAACP neatly dressed in a pale yellow ty agency, the Chicago Comsport shirt and dark suit. His mittee on Urban Opportunity.
seven districts in the civil, go to "physically occupy the
City.
Resurrection
site in open protest and out- attitude, which some describe The city administration has
The resolution asked that the rage until Rev. Abernathy and as "overconfident" did in fact, never shown a liking for the
Youth Project, and the Rev.
leaders and delegates go there the others are released and the seem super-sure.
to "show our solidarity with siege of the black ghetto ends." But the charge has been Arthur Brazier, TWO execumade that his polish is recent- tive
director, said
Mayor
ly acquired, the result of at- Richard J. Daley and CCUO
tention lavished on him by law chief Dr. Deton Brooks would
officers who have for the past like nothing better than to see
few months been grooming the the project fold.
WASHINGTON — Slum areas fires of suspicious origin were former gang member to .tell This is precisely what will
happen if funding for the cornof the nation's capital, where reported, but nothing on the stories on Ranger activity.
crowds of Negroes were dis- scale of last April's devasta- The minister, the Rev. John ing year is denied.
Fry, testified before the Senate Applause broke out for Fry
persed by police and national tion in the wake
of Dr. Martin permanent investigating sub- in the overflow
guardsmen with tear gas late
crowd several
committee on the role of the times during the minister's
Monday, were quiet and au- Luther King's assassination.
Rangers in an anti-poverty testimony.
thorities began reducing the
program run by The WoodMcClellan, who had been
security force.
lawn Organization.
grilling the clergyman on the
Mindful of the lessons of last
Most of the questions were productivity of the project,
April's widespread rioting and
devoted
to the Office of Econo- warned against such interarson, officials moved swiftly
mic Opportunity Project under ruptions.
when disorder broke out MonTWO.
Fry defended Adam "Leto"
day evening.
PHILADELPHIA — (UPI) — Subcommittee Chairman John Battiste, a $5,200-a-year inA curfew was clamped on
the city, and 1,500 police and Police commissioner Frank L. L. McClellan (D. Ark.) con- structor in the Youth Project
1,400 national guardsmen were Rizzo ordered police on 12 tends the project was a pay- after McClellan noted that
deployed in the area of princi- hour shifts Monday night to off to gang members to keep Battiste had served prison
them from causing trouble. terms for burglary and tampal tension.
prevent possible repercussions Thus far, defenders of
the pering with an auto, and had
into
the area from the closing of ResurrecThey moved
project have had little oppor- been out on a "strongarm robcentered at 14th and U sts. tion City in Washington.
N.W. in strength, hurling can- Chief inspector Edwin Par- tunity to challenge McClellan's bery" conviction only a few
charges.
days when he was hired by the
nister after cannister of tearker said the order was precau- Those who have opposed the project.
gas at clusters of Negroes who tionary
in the light of distur- tactics used in the investi- "No man, no matter what
gathered in increasing numother cities which gation cite- "over-dra m atiza- his criminal record is, should
bances
in
bers after the closing of Resfollowed the assassination of tion" and "inflated rhetoric" be without moral opportunity
urrection City, symbolic comMartin Luther King, Jr.
as the main substance of the to regain status in the community of the Poor People's Dr.
commissioner was con- arguments against the project munity," Fry told the panel
"The
Campaign, earlier in the day.
of investigators. He said, "The
The disorder was quelled by cerned thit there might he thus far.
suspected certain elements in the city These same critics contend Woodlawn project provided the
One
midevening.
evidence apparatus to reach deeply
looter was shot in a liquor which might try to take ad- that v e ry little
store and several policemen vantage of this situation and "based on fact" has been pre- troubled youths."
were slightly injured by stones maybe try to stir up trouble
and missiles. The shooting vic- with more irresponsible segtim was hospitalized in satis- ment of society," Parker said.
"We would be remiss in our
factory condition.
Police said several score obligation to the citizens if we
persons were arrested during weren't prepared."
the evening, and about 20 Parker said it was "a very
quiet night and fortunately we
more after midnight.
Sporadic looting and several have not had any trouble."
Editors Note: The following campaigners formerly called
dispatch is by a UPI reporter "The Suburbs."
who helped 'over Resurrection The end came Monday as
City throughout its 43 days of police swept through the 15existence.
acre site. The sounds were of
boots slushing through mud,
By MICHAEL ANDERS
walkie talkies crackling, doors
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — screeching as they were ripped
The death of Resurrection city, from huts.
USA, came quietly campared The poor people had known
with the hustle and bustle of their time was almost up.
They didn't know when the end
the last six weeks.
Now it is an eerie ghost town would come.
with a touch of sadness for But they understood the sigthose who knew it through the nal when the Rev. Ralph David
good and bad. It is silent save Abernathy gathered most of
for the birds chirping in a the camp's residents to march
shaded area poor poeple's on capitol hill and thus to jail.
There would be no city to come
back to.
Many carried on this last
demonstration their belongings,
bundled in battered suitcases
and large knapsacks.
Hundreds of policemen lined
the camp. Hosea Williams admonsihed stragglers that they
would be arrested if they remained.
The dining hall, usually
cleared after every meal, was
littered with empty milk cartons and paper plates. There
seemed no reason to discard
them for burning in the oil
drum trash cans that served
as incinerators.
The beginning of the end
came at 11:10 a.m.
Two-hundred-fifty
members
of the civil defense unit pushed
down a snow fence marking
the camp's boudnaries. There
was no resistance.
Instead, over the loudspeaker came the baritone voice
of Williams and a hundred followers softly singing:
"Ain't gonna let nobody turn
me around."
Nor were the police to be
turned around. Carrying shotguns and tear gas equipment
and wearing flak jackets, they
heath
ckodically
searched
each

Capital City Cooling

I D. C. Cops Get
Extra Dut

adi t,you can tuf
gout toad tuft with

Resurrection City:
Death Came Quietly

EVERYDAY LOWEST PRICES
43 66666666 666666666666666

T

Crowbars were used where
EASTERN FLAVOR
Marie McCarthy captures the residents had bolted doors.
Middle East fashion flavor in Four or five officers ran into
a melon brocade cut in a Prin- a booby trap. A teaF gas grecess silhouette. Gold braid and nade detonated- wflMi the door
sparkling jewels highlight the was pried open.
neckline, cuffs, center panel The police moved in two
and end in a deep hem. From waves, checking even the porthe Larry Aldrich collection table toilets for stragglers.
For a while soul music came
for Fall '68.
from the loudspeaker until
someone cut the power.
Training the police were
scores of newsmen. One reporter, Paul Valentine of the
Washington Post, was arrested
for his zeal.
He spent two hours in the
lockup on a charge of "following too closely behind police
lines." He was out in time to
make his deadline. .
Before the
came
police
Williams had broadcast scheduled activities over the loudspeaker as though this were a
typical day
But police issued a one-hour
final eviction notice at 9:42a.m.
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Seagram's Extra Dry/ the perfect martini gira
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10 oz. or smaller sizes of

Gin on the rocks?
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FRESH PICNIC STYLE

Pork Roast
YOUNG TENDER
Split Broilers

lb. 29'
lb.

35

FRESH WESTERN

Cantaloupes 3for

$1
"

JUMBO CALIFORNIA

69'
FALSTAFF BEER
Strawberries

quart

g.. Expires 7/2/6$ *,
,. pin
.sST
for TOP VALUEi
3.
AM
H
t .
with

50

50

OVENw POTATO
2 ic.CHIPS
SO

12 -oz.
cans
reg. style

KROGER GELATIN
with six pigs.
with Ktwitiri0G
9E0Ru Pplf
g.
D.INCGOSINTRY 0

50

KROGER SANDWICH COOKIES
with two 20 six. I..,..so
BUTT ERCRUST BREAD

SO

v ;th Sib. Bucket Ground Beef

SO

with 3 lb.., GROUND CHUCK

[1]

with queerer PORK LOIN or
two Cootot-Cut PORK CROPS

CHEF'S PRIDE BRIQUETS

Charcoal

10 lb bag

59c

449c
Miracle Whip
1 1/2 _1b. A $100
Sandwich Bread loaf
"r

Gel Your Free Copy of
the New Top Value Catalog

with 3 lb.. or I gr. Bola.
TENDE RAY ROAST
with SHENANDOAH Ws.
TURKEY ROAST.
with two Cut-Up FRYERS

I

SO

with 3 lb. se 5 lit. COUNTRY
CLUB CANNED NAM
with 2 pkgs.
MRS. WEAVER'S SALAD

100

with two FOX DELUXE PIZZA

50

100

wish • whole WATERMELON

SO

with a Holf WATERMELON

25
25

with a 391 iss wows potchosis
BANANAS
with hoe Hoods LETTUCE
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Peterson-Winfield
Vows Set July.19

4

A Jek 18th wedding at St. Church.
John MOW Church is being! Mrs. Peterson is a life memplanned by Rosetta Hicks Pe- ber of Zeta Phi Beta Sorority
terson end Harry Winfield.
and was chosen "Zeta of the
Parents of the couple are. Year 1968" by members of
Mrs. Loretta H. Kateo of 2214 the Alpha Eta Zeta
Chapter.
Henry Avenue and Rev. and l She is president of 11 CantonMrs. Montgomery Winfield ofl urn and the accompa
nist for
Z188 Hunter Avenue.
this group.
Mrs. Peterson was graduated Mr. Winfield was graduate
d
from Hamilton High School from Manassas High
School
where she was, a member of where he was an outstand
ing
the Glee Club and the Band. member of the Band. He conShe received a degree in mu- tinued his musical training
at
lie— from Spelman College in Arkansas AM&N College
at
Atlanta, and taught in the At- Pine Bluff. Arkansas.
lanta Public School System be- After receiving his degree
in
fore returning to Memphis.
music, he returned to Memphis
Now she teaches on the facul- and accepted the position as
ty of Porter Junior High School iband director at Porter Junior
In the music department. She I High School.

;

THE CAFE AU LAN met
at the home of Mrs. Cerise
Jones, on Kinpview Drive
recently to complete their

downtown • union ave.
sontialand malI

SS
fashion specialists in sizes
18 to 60 and 161
/
2 to 321/2

hers, their husbands and
friends. From left are members, Mrs. Calvdette Ross,
Mrs. Marie Campbell, Mrs.

Marcellus Jones, Mrs. Doris
Holmes, Mrs. Ora Reeves
and Mrs. Come Jones.

I lottes, sturdy shoes, tweeds at the Dior salon could be
and the knee-high long boots pirated, Balenciaga was known
that fired a world fad.
as uncopyable.
The typical Balenciaga look Every seam was a masterwould parade by: standaway piece. B a 1 enciaga
himself
collars, collarless round or taught his staff his own way
straight necklines, the waist- to iron a seam.
less shift he invented in 1957 In his personal life, the bachthat revolutionized clothing. elor designer was a withdrawal 117• •
FALL PANTSUIT
Through everything was the sensitive man who shunned,
love of his' native Spain — publicity. He kept lavish apart-'
The pantsuit is still with us, and Ginala (a division of Orig.
earthy, sombre blacks and merits furnished with 17th censtovepipe pants teamed with a long line, side-buttoned white
browns, Spanish capes, bole- tury Spanish antiques in Macovert jacket. It sports a stand-up collar and belts at the
natural waistline.
drid, Paris and Iguelo, Spain, The 61st Ward City Beauti- guest. Mrs. Hasolee Greene,
ros and black lace.
Balenciaga ignored the bo- near his birthplace of Guetar- ful Club members toured the who w a s once chairman
BALENCIAGA
som for daytime wear on!ie.
Municipal Rose Garden and of the club, and who went
grounds it got in the way of But the only true creative
M e mphis organizing
his art. But for evening, a designers left are Pierre Car- the Japanese Park at the about
I beaded Balenciaga $3,000 dress din, Gabrielle Chanel (in her Audubon Park last week during other City Beautiful clubs.
often was slashed to the point 80's) and Balenciaga's pupil, an outing, and enjoyed a picnic
Other members of the club
of no return as well as being 1Courreges. The rest are just lunch after the tour.
good Paris dressmakers.
on tour were Mrs. Robbie
The clothes of Balenciaga.. gan with what his elegant cus- split to above the knee.
He leaves behind a school of
Among those on the outing Sharp, Mrs. Corean Cox, Mrs.
the designer who retired at 73, tomers such as the Duchess Experts
often said his secret design he founded.
were Mrs. James Westbrook - Aline B Lowe. Mrs. Willie
looked like an ironing board of Windsor and Mrs. Loel Gui-' was "perfection
plus unequaled
What does his retirement, and children
, Mrs. Dorothy M. Whitfield. and Mrs. Dora
headed into the wind.
ness would wear on a hunt or knowledge of tailoring." While mean? It may be the start
of
It was that smooth look,' sitting around their drafty cha- the flashier styles of Yves the end of an era of truly fine I Norfleet and children, Mrs.! Franklin.
Rosie S h ande and niece,
every seam a masterpiece, the. teaux. Balenciaga liked cu- Saint Laurent, or Marc Bohan fashion.
Gwen; Mrs. Hazel Allen, Mrs. The outing was the last affair
flat surfaces with hardly a
Ruth Whitsey, Mrs. Jimmie of
dent to show even the bosom:,
the club preceding a twoSue Dickey, Mrs. Fannie M.'
the faultless construction. thel
week
vacation. The club actiThomas, Mrs. Willie M. Goodenl
hunched over curve, that made!
vity
will
resume Sept. 3.
and
children
,
and
Mrs.
Ardella'
Balenciaga
without question
Whitmore and daughter.
the world's greatest living creMrs. Gertrude Bridgeforth
ator of women's clothing.
Also Mrs. Gertrude Bridge: is chairman of the club, and
Everything women wear toforth and children, and special! Mrs. Ruth Whitsey reporter
.
day — except for mini and
mod styles — stems from Bafollow hefty trends established
lenciaga's basic semi-fitted sil- The low-down era in wom- primarily for evening, are clouded
with organdy, frill- for men. For little girls the
houette of 1954: close to the en's shoes gets a slight comenews is in party shoes.
chunky and thick. bearing little ed and bowed.
body in front, easy and straight,
uppance
fall
for
and
winter.
Consider: shoes that, have One of the newest of the por'
resembl
ance
the
spike
to
heels.
in back, collar away from the;
Boots continue for day. Aubursts of pleatings around the. table sewing
neck, soft, rounded shoulders Low heels. you remember,
thorities
descr
ibe them as
machines truly is
A second party of the shoe,
throat or tongue. The rufflesl
and cap sleeves.
came on strong when designers story: a "gilt complex
b r utish,"
that: it weighs only 14 pounds.
." fhat'sI "masculine a n d
can
be
velvet
or
faille,
or
even.
In 10 seasons of watching reacted to demands of females what the Institute called thel meant for stormy weather.
The machine, in its own carrystarched satin.
the Paris fashion parade, the tired of tottering about on spike new season's love of ornament. They include
ing
case, does almost all the
Bows
heels.
tend
to be enormous;
bases sturdy enough to be
Balenciaga show was the
Any sort of ornament is in —
and broad or — flat grosgrainl sewing tasks of its big sisters,
work shoes.
crowning glory, beginning with
Now it appears that the la- if it glitters,
clanks or is bold.
. • •
or velvet ones that really the manufacturer says. It is
the ride in the world's tiniestl dies are growing restless with
don't tie.
•
2-person elevator to his cream- the flaties, according to trends Harness shoes, in for several
electrically operated.
colored salon on the third floor. 1 reported by the National Foot- seasons, will share the upcom- When boots go thigh-high the
ing scene with other hardware' new look will be a splash of
Balenciaga mannequins were. wear Institute.
• • •
treatments. Toggles, hasps,' lace that might show from
elegant but not pretty-prettyi
.
1111111111111111111111111
snaps
111•••••1•1111111111111111111•••11.11111
and snaffles, the buckles , time to time as a skirt fides'
as at Chanel. He thought a Perfectly okay now: heels
up.
•
1 - MINUTE AUTOM
woman acquired style sense up to two and one-half inches that do and the buckles thatI
a
ATIC
Night boots play it close to,
don't, the high tongues heaped
only after 40.
tall.
His quiet show always be- The higher heels suggested higher with aluminum discs,' the leg. They include stretch ]
copper medallions, tubings of vinyls and soft kids with hidEffective November 29 1q65
den zippers.
stainless shoe.
•
Men's new season shoes have, U
8 A.M.-6 P.M.
• 4, .
•
Set at Sao. $125
broader, fuller toes that will, e
e
This trend is further en• Set Open 8 A M to 6 P.N.
•
hanced by trims of military be square or blunt or oval. 1 • Sun. °Pee 11 AA to 2 I' M.
Bolder grained leathers, in- a
•
brass and gold braid. Shoes
cluding reptiles, also will be a
Mfthorindrdatia:
U
are adorned with coats of
in. Heavier stitching and perarms, done in dirty silver or
forations and more hardwrre' a
tarnished brass, buffed and
•
are other marks.
3100 Summer at Baltic
a
burnished and looking very old.
• •
*
nomissomums•••••••••
••••
•••P
For evening shoes are dustShoes for boys pretty much ed with galaxies of jewels,

city Beautiful Club

No-piece plaid

isits Audubon Park

in carefree
Dacron/cotton

The King Abdicates

16.00
sizes 161 2 to 26 12

beautifully suited to wear through
Summer and into Fall ...
two•piecer of washable,
crease-resistant Dacron polyester

Shoe Heels On The Rise
For Fall-Winter, 1968

and coHon ... elasticized waistband for comfortable fit . . .
choose a deep-toned plaid predominately

calendar for 1118. The purposes of the organization
are to provide monthly entertainment for its mess-

slat* blue or green.

What's New?

-MAIL ORDERS! rtdri 60c pr.17e
pita 4% tax for TeP'11(SSee deltce rd.

•

jSTOUT SHOPPE
DOWNTOWN

•

64 5. MAIN

•

UNION Alit

•

1992 UNION

•

274-2063

WHITEHAVIN

• SOUTHLAND MALL •

391-0064

527-6436

•
•
•EP CAR WASH $ 25.•
.

• SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH :

BY

Ft—
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100% Human Hair
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A whisper of beige gabardine
architecturally shaped into a
great costume by Chuck Howard. The A-line dress sports an
empire waist cinched In brown
leather — the hi-collared crop
pod jacket sips up the front.

BANKAMERICARD
164e/

527-3619

39"
•••••••••••••••.•

Shortie Wigs
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Old Glory To Fly During Entire
July 4 'Rededication Weekend
This year, flags will fly for — Practice the principles understanding.
the entire Fourth of July long which made America strong.
— Assure that all Aiiiericano
weekend because the Illinois — Show respect for law and have equal opportunity.
— Speak out against extre.
Chamber of Commerce has order.
mist- groups which seek to
christened July 4-7 as "Rede- — Practice tolerance and divide our country.
dication Weekend."
State Chamber President E.
Stanley Enlund has called on
OPFH rJITES
;all Illinois citizens to observe
the timely state-wide campaign as a "spiritual attack"
on mounting violence and lawlessness in the nation today.
"To preserve our heritage, and
in fact, to survive, the American people must rededicate
themselves to the principles 1
which created this nation and
made it strong," said Enlund,1
president of First Federal'
Savings and Loan Association I
of Chicago. "And there is no
better time for such a rededication than the July 4-7 weekend," he said.

BOGA-BUFFORD Wedding
maid of honor; Angela Rim
Watkins, best man; Man.
Reid, flower girl; Peter
rice Hurt, Marshall Maple,
— Mr. and Mrs. Williams
Burford are seen with members of the wedding party
following their recent ceremony in the sanctuary of
the Alcy Seventh Day Adventist Church. From Left
are Mrs. Nealy Bumpus,
Miss Minnie Tompkins and
Miss Learah Boga became Adventist Church on Sunday,
Miss Patricia McDaniel,
bridesmaids; Mrs. Ruby the bride of William Henry Buf- May 26.
Nathaniel, matron of hon- ford in a wedding ceremony
are
or; Miss Vonceil Boga, held at the Alcy Seventh Day The parents of the couple
Mrs. Emma Boga of 979 Hamilton St. and the late Mr. Theodore Boga, Sr., and Mr. and
Mrs. M.H. Hunt of 480 Baltimore St.

Learah Boga Is Wed
To William Bufford

Otis Sangster and Clarence
Walton, ushers. On rear
row are Elder J.M. Doggette, who performed the
wore pink dresses. They carried
bouquets of pink gladioli.
Peter Watkins was best man.
Ushers were Maurice Hunt,
Clarence W a lton, Marshall
Maple and Otis Sangster.
A reception was held immediately after the ceremony in the
dining hall of the church.
The bride is a member of
the faculty of Manassas High
School. The groom is now on
duty with the U.S. Army.

Elder J.M. Doggette, minister of the church, officiated at,
the wedding. Music was presented by Mrs. Cora Reid, or-'
ganist, and Mrs. Myrtle Surrell, vocalist. Mr. Harry Davis,
a friend of the bride, gave her
in marriage.
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my friends on

customers. My aut,5mo-

bile selling career starts where the action is The
largest moder sportcors in the city. If you need A
new nit used car contact me at once,

Phone HomeOffice.. .....

•
••

946-4084
458-8521

Courtesy Rambler 4
2516 Poplar Ave.
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Kitchen Stuffy?
Remove Wall
Let Air

In

WIN 7. $500

9

PLAY TV's EXCITING MUSIC & MONEY GAME

A brand new show that's great
entertainment with new celebrities every week. Play the most
exciting new Music and Money
game on TV. Watch "Win with
the Stars" and you can win big
cash prizes too. Don't miss it!
Pick up your free entry ticket today at your favorite BIG STAR!

H0Z.)'S That?
For the average American
man or woman, things are getting worse. The problem of
blurred sexual identity is now
as widespread as the common
cold but is far less susceptible
to cure.
This is the thesis of Charles
Winick's "The New People:
Desexualization in American
Life" (Pegasus). He says in
all areas of life-clothing, hair
styles, the arts, in the boudoir
and even in politics—the old,
reassuring distinction between
his and hers have "all but
disappeared."

**** ** ******** )4-

Eggs Seen As
Perfect Food

Channels 5-WMC:TV-1:30 P.M. Sunday Night

More than 500,000 eye injuries
occur each year in the United States. The Guild of Prescription Opticians of American urges all people who
wear either corrective eyewear
or sunglasses to be sure that
their eyewear has either plastic or heat-treated, impactresistant pro t ective glass
lenses.

DIET PEPSI or !till COLA
With coupon below and $5 additional purchase.
(Plus Deposit)
6 or 10 oz. Ctn.

IS AIR POLLUTION
MARRING YOUR COMPLEXION?
Dirt grease, grime and *Thor Poisons in the air can raise havoc with
skin and complexion. Delicate skin
may suffer the worst and even
normally heeithy skin can become
Irritated. Blemishes, blotches and
blackheeds may appear. Color, hue
and appearance of complexion may
change. Fragrant creamy white
PALMER'S "SKIN 'SUCCESS"
BLEACH
is • medicated
cream. contaitting the full official
strength of anwnealated mercury
recognized by Om United States
P'hanwecopaie as a local inhibitory
antiseptic.Itemedicel properties are
genera/1y recognized by the profession, and dermatologists often prescribe it. "SUN SUCCESS" CREAM

OLD Mr. BOSTON

REAL
VIET
VODKAS
70 PROOF
In. POSTON LUST ILLER NC.I

-

74 Pace 7tt 9o.

The bride's gown satin trim- Even a large kitchen can
med in lace. The tra,in was a feel cramped and stuffy on a '
long-sleeved coat which was hot summer's day. It need
not, however. Replacing an outworn over the dress.
side wall with sliding glass
The top of the headdress was, doors and windows with ina tiara of white pearls. S h e door-outdoor counters will do
carried a bouquet of white the trick.
carnations.
Going one step further and
building a patio outside the ,
Boga,
sister,
of
Miss Vonceil
glass doors will give you a'
the bride, was maid of honor, place where you can relax and,
and Mrs. Ruby Nathaniel ma- enjoy a few minutes of fresh
tron of honor.
air during your chore-filled
Bridesmaids were Miss Pa- day. And it will not be so much
tricia McDaniel, Miss Minnie more expensive a modernizaTompkins and Mrs. Nealey' tion project.
* * *
Bumpus. Angela Kim Reid was
A
kitchen-side
patio will be
the flower girl.
The maid of honor and the expecially convenient if you
matron of honor wore greeny have young children. It will!
dresses, and the bridesmaids1 provide an easily visible and
quickly accessible place where
they can play while you are
working.
The argument that enlarging
the kitchen in this manner also
enlarges the area you must
Eggs "fit beautifully" in al- clean does not stand a chance
if you specify that reliable:
most anyone's diet, the chief
easy-to-clean finishing materiof the University of Califordepartment als be used.
nia's
n u trition
* * *
says.
Some
of
these material; are
Dr. George Briggs says the
egg actually is "one of nature's suitable for use inside and out
most perfect foods and fits in- and will allow you to continue
the decor of your kitchen right:
to most diets."
He points out that the fat in onto the patio. Take, for exan egg is soft and most of it ample, ceramic tile. The same
'virtues that make it an ideal
is unsaturated. This, he says,
surfacing on walls, floor and
is good for the low-calorie diet.
countertops inside a kitchen—
its "wipe clean" maintenance,
'low upkeep, durability and
decorative ability — make it
right for a patio.

Real fruit lemon, orange, lime, mint, grape
or cherry Vodkas. For
bright, refreshing
drinks with no mixing.
In pints and fifths.

4

BILL DIXON
•
Invitation to

Eye Care

Lemon
Vodka
••

ceremony, and the bride
and groom, Mr. and Mrs.
Burford. The bride is the
former Lear ah Bogs.
(Banks Photo)
—

"(Air message Is a simple'
one, added George B. Peters,
president and chief executive
officer of Aurora Metal Com-1
pany, Aurora, and chairman
of the State Chamber's Committee on Respect for Law and
Order. "We must instill a
respect for, and even more, a
love of law and order in our
state and nation. How can the
average citizen do this? By
personally observing the l0point pledge of Rededication
Weekend:
— Fly the American flag
during the entire July 4 weekend.

FREE

tones the shades of your skin, for
fairer, clearer, natural looking loveliness. It fades freckles, removes
that weather-beaten sun tanned
look, aids in removing blackheads,
smoothing large pores. Wouldn't
you like to try PALMER'S "SKIN
SUCCESS" BLEACH CREAM?'

BOSTON, MASS.

I

.1

With this coupon and
$5 additional purchase, excluding to- ..•*
bocco, milk and fro- :
zen milk products
One coupon to a fernly.
Expires July 1st.

GET HEAD-TO-TOE
PROTECTION
with the deep-acting foamy

medication of "SKIN SUCCESS" SOAP.
It beauty bathes while it fights
germs that often aggravate perspiration odors .
makes you sure
you're nice to be near. PALMER'S
"SKIN SUCCESS" SOAP.

22-oz.
ICE TEA
GLASS

,
40.

rfk.

BIG
'STAR

Insist on the Blue & Gold package!

440 off 6 or Mos. Instant.
ith this coupon an $5
ddItIonal gumbos?,immlu
ng tektite, milk, end
zoo milk product& On.
co or to•fondly. Etieres•
•
r 110 6
4 ilataiSlOaddlolowl sorghum

vololved ta napes bo4k

.‘•

•

Ifolgerr
Maxwell House,
Chase &Sanborn,
Maryland Club
Coffee
Lb. 29* .
cr Jock Sprat Lb. 19* or

STO

"-:
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Ellis Sweden Bout
Blocks Frazier Go

NEW YORK — (UPI) — Joe
Frazier was a man with a
problem after successfully defending his five-state version
By BILL LITTLE
of the world heavyweight
championship with a second
round technical knockout of
the year the Senators could Mexico's Manuel Ramos.
POOR AFFLUENT NATS
move up.
WASHINGTON — The WashFrazier's problem was simpThis sort of thinking has
ly, "Who's next?"
ington Senators have major
If
proved to be a huge mistake.
league status and the club's
it were not for the unusual Promoters at Madison Square
payroll will perhaps attest that
slugging of huge Frank Howard , Garden, where Frazier scored
they can be included among
you probably could seat Sena- his impressive victory over
the millions of the affluent
tor fans in the bullpen at D.C. the tall Mexican, are looking to
American society. On the other
Stadium. When a team gets in match the hard-hitting Philahand, and conversely speaking,
a slump (the Nats had lost delphian with Jimmy Ellis,
the Nets perform on the same
nine straight at this time) who holds the World Boxing
level of most incomes of resitrades are inevitable. Mem-,, Association's version of the
dents in Resurrection City. If
phian Fred Valentine, who heavyweight crown.
some fans had their way they,
struggled for years in the
might demand that half the
minor leagues before catching Angelo Dundee, who manages
salaries paid to their American on with the big show, must be Ellis, seemed to have different
League cellar dwellers go to
quite relieved at being traded plans.
help their struggling brothers
to Baltimore. Not only is the Dundee said he is negotiating
whose only notoriety in basemove to the Orioles good for for a title fight with former
ball was tragic. It was reported
the morale of the muscular ex- world champion Floyd Patterto me that one member of
Mel star, but it gives Freddy son in Sweden, possibly in
SCLC's Washington encampthe opportunity to play for a August. Dundee did make it
ment died after being hit in
contender, already he has been clear, however, that if plans
the head with a bat in a nearinstrumental in two Baltimore for the Ellis-Patterson fight
by park.
victories. Valentine was swap- should fall through, an EllisThe Senators burned up the
ped for Oriole pitcher Bruce Frazier title showdown could
Grapefruit L e a gue during
Howard. It could be that Hank become a reality.
spring training in Florida. HowBauer will get the added inever, the District of Columbia
possibility facing
surance he was looking for and Another
isn't the Sunshine State; neither
should Val- Frazier is Jerry Quarry, the
added
dividends
are the Nationals playing under
Bellflower, Calif., strongboy
the same conditions of pre- entine continue to hit.
As for the Senators, well, who lost the WBA title finale
season play. There is talk that
manager Jim Lemon hasn't to Ellis.
the local nine will have to
panic button yet.
shake its losing ways or some pushed the
are saying his genius is Quarry, a surprise runnerun
Fans
young players might adopt
still very much unproved and in the tourney, has expressed
that losing complex and feel
be allowed the usual a desire to meet Frazier and
the Senators are destined to he sheuld
accorded a the unbeaten champion seems
mistakes
of
quota
lose.
to prefer to meet him.
manager.
rookie
The Nationals are not playAnother unheralded heavying good baseball and have a,
MAUCH GRACEFUL
weight, hard-hitting Boone
good solid grip on tenth place'
to prove it. The guy on the It is not often that the mana- Kirkman of Seattle, Wash., has
street speaks openly of their ger goes because of one of his also expressed interest in takproblems. They can't hit much, players. The recent firing of ing on Frazier. Kirkman has
they have only one winning Gene Mauch of the Philadelphia gone so far as to guarantee the
pitcher and they have been Phillies, many observers feel, Garde; draw for the Ramoslosing two types of ball games, was the result of the fiery Frazier fight, about $120,000.
the close ones and the one- little manager's inability to
keep Riehie Allen happy. Of Frazier was guaranteed $125,sided affairs.
000 while Ramos collected
As stated earlier, it wasn't course the Phillies aren't sayabout $30,000 for his 20 per
suppose to be this way when,ing this publicly. Before Mauch
the Senators came north from stepped down he surprisingly cent of gate and ancillary
Florida as the hottest outfit had nothing but good things to rights.
in the spring training games. say about Allen, considered in Ramos, meanwhile, seems
Their hitters were relating toi the class of the Aaron; and to have convinced the Garden
the pitched ball with great Mays. Mauch seemed detersuccess and the clubs good mined that as long as he was,
pitching was taken for granted manager his rules were to be, Mauch. "That guy gave me
because the pitching was quite obeyed by all players. Allen many a thrill," were Mauch's
excellent last season. This was drew numerous fines from parting words about the star.

management that he can draw
despite his rather short tworound tenure in the ring. The
hulking Mexican, who actually
rocked Frazier with a wicked
right to the forehead in the
first round, has indicated a desire to meet anyone who stands
in his way of a rematch with
Frazier.

NEW YORK — (UPI) — It's Peter Snell of New Zealand
going to be a busy eight-day startled the track world four
period for track and field stars years ago at Tokyo by winin next October's 0lympic ning both the 800 and 1500 meGarden promoters are ex- Games at Mexico City.
ter events. If Jim Ryun of the
pected to invite Ramos back in
U.S. goes after both, he'll have
competition in this phase runs.
All
October,
the fall, possibly in
of the international sports clasto meet one of three opponents, sic will be crammed into Oct. to run three 800-meter races
Oscar Bonavena or Leotis Mar- 13 through 20. One final — in on Oct. 13-14-15 and then run
tin, losers in the WBA tourna- the 10,000 meters — will be the 1500 meters three times alment, or Buster Mathis, whom decided on the 13th.
Frazier stopped to win his fiveThe games open on Saturday.
state version of the crown.
Oct. 12, and run two weeks.
The schedule, plus the rarified 7,400-foot altitude of Mexico City, could make it more
difficult to score a double victory. Last male athlete to win
both sprints was Bobby Morrow of the U.S. in the 1956
games at Melbourne. Wilma
Rudolph of the U.S. won both
for the women in 1960 at Rome.

Robb, 6-foot-3, 245-pound, is
Warren and Gary Beban, the
a nine-year man in the Nation- Reisman Trophy winner from
al Football League while the UCLA who will quarterback
LOS ANGELES (UPI) — The 6-foot-1, 220 pound Clark is a the West, staged two exciting
<Los Angeles Rams have signed veteran of five NFL seasons. duels during their college careers. Warren passed the Vols
'speedster Joe Williams of Flori- Both are 31.
da
to a contract for the
The retirement of Darns Mc- to a 37-34 victory over Behan
1968 season.
Cord one week ago left the and UCLA in 1965 and Beban
Williams was the National Lions
only
with
holdover brought the Uclans from beFootball League club's eighth Larry
Hand
and
veteran hind for a 20-16 win over Tenround draft choice last Janu- John Baker, an off-season ac- nessee last fall.
ary. He will be used primarily quisition from the
Pittsburgh It would have been like monas a punt and kickoff return Steelers, as
experienced de- ey in the bank to match those
specialist.
fensive ends with Detroit.
two against each other in a
Williams has recorded 9.4 and
20.6-second clockings in the 100 Robb, a graduate of Texas rubber game.
and 220-yard dashes, respec- Christian, played his first
Sometimes, a little gerrytively.
three years with the Philadelbe helpful too.
The Rams also reported the phia Eagles before going to mandering can
year,
All-America
Last
the
Isignings of Allen Marcelin from St. Louis while Clark, who
top two drawing cards
Parsons (Iowa) College and played his college ball for game's
Florida
Wally Bunker from Oregon. Michigan State, served all of were Steve Spurrier of
and
Griese
Bob
of
So
Purdue.
Marcelin was the No. 10 draft his five seasons with Detroit.
what did Murray and Co., do?
choice this year and Bunker
They alternated them in the
was the 15th round draft selecEast backfield and killed off
tion in 1967.
, what could have been a staBunker was unable to report
to the Ram camp last season SAN FRANCISCO (UPI) — dium-packing battle between
because of a service obligation. The San Francisco Giants sent the 1-2 picks for the Heisman
Trophy.
outfielder 011ie Brown to Phoenix of the Pacific Coast League The 1969 game should be just
and recalled hard-hitting out- that with O.J. Simpson of
fielder Bobby Bonds from the Southern Cal playing for the
club.
West and Leroy Keyes of Purfor the East.
due
Brown, hampered by a broken
QUESTIONS
1—Who is Judge Roy Hof.. finger suffered when he was hit But that's a one-shot deal.
by a pitched ball earlier in the
betnz?
2—Who was Barney Rosa. season, was hitting .229. Bonds, This year, the coaches could
22, took over the batting lead have helped their gate by insky?
a—Arnold Cream was (al in the PCL Sunday with a .367 cluding Lenny Snow, the best
track star (b) boxer or (e) average.
runner Georgia Tech ever had;
swimmer?
Kirby Moore, the all-purpose
BORN in TenHOOHEE?
Appearing in 59 games at
at Georgia; and
nessee, he start- Phoenix, the right-handed bat- quarterback
Kim Hammond. The Florida
ed as disc jockting Bonds has banged out 7 State quarterback who was
ey, became a
including 8 homers. 7 No. 2 in the nation in offense
hits,
,.!ports announcer. Has done triples and 15 doubles. He is last fall.
fights, baseball among the PCL leaders in all
and other those departments. In addition,
They tried to get Hammond
sports. He holds he has stolen 12 bases, driven after Alabama's Ken Stabler
a law degree.
in 56 runs and scored 47 times. had to bow out because of a
ANSWERS
knee operation but, apparently
After graduating from River30orlikt SOC AagJar
miffed at being overlooked earside (Calif.) Polytechnic High
;0 MUM TerIJ'./exoEt (11)—c
lier, he turned them down.
veal; 41att Bonds played with Lexington,
-zee/ sem am-au 2011 wows yogi N.C., in the Western Carolinas, They wound up with Kim
.4.1.1843 pUlt aaxoq aTtq aqj—
Fresno of the California League King, the oft-injured Georgia
';tuopO.iey aqs and Waterbury of the Eastern
Tech quarterback who is a na-Doegy
pus
spode
vapl
u!g,trizitu
League. Though he hit 26 tive of Atlanta.
O uapTgazd—t
noisnoH aq
homers at Frensno, this turned
(•saSpoH gang :aamoori)
Diatributed by Centra3 Press out to be the start of his best That's a start in the right
direction
season in the minors.

Rams Sign FAM Star

Giants Call Bond

will be held Aug. 22-25.

He got the refrigeration
industry rolling.
racers, he knew shock-proofing. From
the library, he knew refrigeration.
Within days, using a gasoline engine
and parts from scrapyards, Fred
built the world's first practical truck
refrigerator. His invention revolutionized the food-transport industry.
It played a major role in developing
economical frozen-food distribution.
Later on,FrederickJones designed
the first portable x-ray machine and
the standard refrigerator for all Army
field kitchens. In all, he held over 60
patents. Really amazing for a man
with a sixth-grade education. You'd
have to call him one of our most ingenious Americans.
#1] in a series
Old Taylor
Box 4939. Grand Central Station
New York, N. Y. 10017
Please send me the handsome sculptured bust
of Frederick McKinley Jones shown in this ad.
(It's 8" tall, made of antique bronze cast stone.
It costs $5.00, which is what it costs us, Old
Taylor pays shipping charges.)
Make check or money'order payable to Old
Taylor.
Name

SURE CURE FOR

BLACK ONLY

$40°°

Black Smooth Calf and
Genuine Sharkskin Gored
Slip-on, Leather Lined. Lea Rub Heel. 12 Edge Sole.
We have your sizes and
widths in stock.
Open Thursday Until 1 P.M.
• JO 60 day charg• • 6 mos. revoi,ry cF,erq.

PLE.SE PROW tIUMA

Address

Old Taylor

South Stars Out,
All-America Game
Tickets Sale Slo\A/

Dewey Warren, the University of Tennessee quarterback
DETROIT — (UPI) —The swapping Ii nebacker Ernie from Savannah, Ga., would
Detroit Lions shored up their Clark to the St. Louis Cardi- have been a natural.
thin defensive end corps by nals for veteran Joe Robb.

FORMER St. Louis Hawks' basketball star Ed
McCauley instructs Glen Whitlock, 8, who is a
bit young for the 1968 United States Youth
Games preliminaries in St. Louis. St. Louis is
the host city for the national finals of the 1968
games for children 10 to 15 years of age, which

State

In the women's program,
double ii the 400 and 800 me
ter events seems out of tha
qusetion. The female middle
distance runners would hay'
to run three 400 meter race
on Oct. 14-15-16 and then Uwe
800-meter races the next thre
days.

Lions Swap Clark For Robb

Frederick McKinley Jones(1893-1961)

City
L
.

so — on Oct. 18-19-20.

Men sprinters will run the ATLANTA — (UPI) — The those players from this area
100 meters twice on the 13th American
Football Coaches who built up personal following
with the semifinals and finals Association needs to serve during their collegiate careers.
the next day. The following more home cooking if it wants
day, the first two rounds of the its future All-America games Billy Murray, the associa200 meters are scheduled, with to be a success at the box of- tion's executive director, probthe semifinals and finals the fice.
ably will take exception to this
day after that. The women,
suggestion. Murray, who isn't
however, will have a full day This point has been made persuaded easily, has long inbetween 200 and 400 meter clear by the apparent difficulty sisted that the game's purin selling tickets for Friday pose is to bring together what
In the distance runs, the fi- night's eighth annual game.
his group considers to be the
nal of the 10,000 is on the first
previous
day of competition. The heats If the game is to attract top 60 seniors of the
of their
regardless
—
season
of the 5,000 meters are two the crowds the coaches antidays later with the final two cipated when they switched the local box office appeal.
days after that — or three game here from Buffalo, N.Y.
races within five days.
it is going to have to include There are many t o p-d r a w
Southern stars who will not be
playing here Friday night.

Old Taylor Presents:Ingenious Americans.

Frederick Jones reached the top
rank of American inventors the hard
way. An orphan, Fred quit school to
support himself. For a while he set up
pins. But his mind was on mechanical problems.
At 16, he landed a job in a garage.
Within three years he was foreman,
his specialty building racing cars.
Soon he earned fame on the dirttrack circuit. "Casey" Jones, they
called him, the daredevil who built
racers and set records driving them.
Simultaneously,Jones'curiosity
was racing into radio. Showing immediate genius, he was hired by a manufacturer of movie sound systems.
Then came a day that changed an
industry. Fred's employer was golfing with a trucker, who was complaining. A load of poultry had
spoiled because the ice melted. Why
couldn't anybody refrigerate a truck?
Air-conditioning experts said refrigerators couldn't withstand the
bounces of the roads. But Jones' employer said hissound-track firm would
build the trucker a refrigerator.
Frederick Jones got the job.From

Olympic Slate Crowded

Zip

OISTILLERYCOv FRANKFORT 4 LOUISVILLE,KY.
RElaTuCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY 86 PROOF. THE. OLD TAYLOR

BEASLEY•JONES•RAGLAND

•••

'GB OUNCE CHARGER

ONLY

$30000
DOWN
OSCAR OF

1101111t YALU,

99 SOCTO 11111% STREET

FULLY FACTORY EQUIPPED INCLUDING
WHITE WALL TIRES 225 CU. INCH ENGINE
RADIO HEATER AND WHEEL COVERS

CHUCK HUTTON CO.

NOTES
$8522
TAX

41 YEARS WITH DOM

I170 UNION AVE.

275-1143
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NAACP 'Turks' In Power Play

"In the light of the expertaloe in the la •.0. tour or five
years it does not Amer did
they will win," said a spokesman for the national office.

with the soft civil rights Hue coordinating committee (SNCC) by regular NAACP officials to
ATLANTIC CITY, N.J
(UPI) — Some $,1100 dsleg.atahj traditionally taken by the NA- of "Black Power, the Politics' have gained strength and bet- The young twits' glimpldet
have gathered hare for the ACP.
of Liberation in America" He ter organization. But the regu- called for the building of Negro
openeiag of the six-day Oth
Is scheduled to conduct a sem- lars still do not believe the economic and political power,
annual cestvention of the Na- The young turks, in pam- inar at the convention within splinter faction is powerful revitalized church work protional Association for the Ad- phlets distributed to many of a convention on "a more mili- enough to take over the organi- grams, the development and
vancement of Colored People the NAACP's 427,000 members tant and more enlightened role zation.
recognition of youth leaders
Roy Wilkins, NAACP execu- and the "assurance of com(NAACP) amid the threat of In 1,175 chapters across the for the NAACP."
tive director, accepted the munity influence in shaping
a power takeover by a younger country, characterized the typical NAACP member as like a The dissidents, active for rebel group as healthy for the of NAACP programs and proand more militant faction.
politician who goes into slums about five years, are conceded organization in his opeining re- gress."
The scheduled keynote speak- only to recruit votes.
er at this city's huge Convention Hall Monday night was "This pacifies but does not
Bishop Stephen G. Spottswood, attack the problems," says
chairman of the NAACP Board Dr. Charles V. Hamilton, chairman of the Political Science
of Directors.
Department of Roosevelt UniThe dissident faction within versity in Chicago.
the nation's largest and oldest
civil rights organization threat- Hamilton was co-author with
ened to hold a "convention Stokely Carmichael, former
within a convention" once the head of the student non-violent
proceedings got under way.

GVDIA
STAR LITE

Schools Are Used
To Destroy Black
policy Pupils: Dr. Clark

dissidents, known as
National Committee to
Revitalize the NAACP, have
set up headquarters in a Negroowned motel and announced
they will try to gain control of
The

the

the 80-member NAACP
making board.

REVUE
SATURDAY
JUNE 29

ATLANTIC C I T Y, N.J. —
The head of the rebel group, (UPI) — Dr. Kenneth B. Clark,
Chester I. Lewis, a Negro law- psychologist, said Tuesday that
yer from Wichita, Kan., said 14 years after the Supreme
the dissidents are dissatisfied Court's school desegregation de
cision America's schools were
"educational conce ntration
camps" used to "systematically destroy the positive potential of the Negro child in this
society."

McKissick
Taking Leave
Of Absence

NEW YORK — Floyd McKissick, who has headed the Congress of Racial Equality for
the last 18 months, will take a
leave of absence next month
because of a bacIE injury.

COLISEUM
Joe Tex

Joe Tex, Pigmeat Markham, Percy Sledge, Del-Fonics,
Intruders, Sad Sam, Boxtops, Rufus Thomas, Barkays

Clark, a Negro whose research was instrumental in
the court's 1954 decision, toldl
the 59th annual convention of
the National Association for the,
Advancement of Colored People that despite the court's decision America's schools —
both in the north and the south
— were still segregated and '
"this society has no intent to
desegregate" them.

Tickets Adv. $3" $3" $2"

...Home

-BENEFITLittle League Baseball,
Goodwill Busses, Scholarship Fund

of Blues, Sattellite,
way grill, Others
GET YOUR TICKET NOW

McKissick said at a Harlem

news conference Tuesday that
Roy Innis, currently associate
national director of CORE,
would become acting national
director following the organization's national convention.
The convention will be held
in the Sheraton Motor Hotel
in Columbus, Ohio, July 3-7,
announced.'
officials
CORE
"Black nationalism — CORE'S 1
philosophy for survival" will
be its theme.
McKissick, 46, North Carolina-born lawyer, suffered a
slipped disc last year and has
worn a brace since then. He
said he would undergo a series of medical examinations to
determine the extent of the injury.
While on leave, McKissick
will retain the title he inherited Jan. 3, 1966 from James
Farmer.
Innis, 34, and a native of the
Virgin Islands, was director of
CORE's New York chapter
before he assumed his national post Jan. 1. Like McKissick.
he is considered more militant
than moderate.

Figure flaws will be most apparent
to beach-bound girl watchers this
summer, as swimsuit styles for
1968 are expected to be the briefest ever. This young lady, however,
doesn't seem to have much of a

proi)lern
. regarding her figure. But
just to be sure her curves stay curvy, she partakes of a popular product that helps add a few pounds in
just the right places.

Innis and McKissick said at
the news conference they fore'saw no change in CORE's direction because of the change
in leadership. Both men said
that CORE's philosophies were
arrived at through a "team approach" and that no one man
could change them.
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Brooke Is Appointed
To GOP Convention Post

Two Dept. Heads The Veterans' Corner
Are Named
EDITOR'S NOTE: Below are Ask for a copy of VA Pamauthoritative
by the phlet 29-22 which discusses the
Veterans
Administration
to benefits of this plan.
At Meharry
some of the many current Q
I read recently that the
answers

WASHINGTON, DC, — Mas- vention of 1884.
sachusetts Senator Edward W.j As Chair m an, Senator
Brooke has recently been nam- j Brooke will preside over the
ed by the Republican National first two days of the convenCommittee to be Temporary tion, organizing
all initial
Chairman of the 29th national convention business and the
Republican Convention, set for, seating of all state delegations.
Miami Beach, August 5-10.
1 In addition to the Brooke
Senator Brooke will be the; appointment, National Commifirst of his race in modern tee Chairman Ray C. Biss also
times to hold such a position announced the selection of: Govwith either of the major Par- ernor Daniel Evans of Washties and the second Negro ington as the convention keysince 1860 to preside over a note speaker; Rep. Gerald
GOP national convention.
Ford of Michigan, House GOP
The first Negro to hold such leader, as the
Permanent
a post was John R. Lynch, a Chairman and Senator Everett
Republican s t ate legislator M.
Dirksen, Senate
GOP
from Mississippi, who served leader as Chairman of the
as Temporary Chairman at the Temporary Committee on ResoRepublican
N a ti onal Con- solutions (platform committee).

Memphis Contributions
Aid In Heart Research
Contributions by the people than $7,000,000 for their own
of Memphis to the Heart Fund research programs this year.
have helped make possible the The present allocations cover
award of $2,622,477 in Grants- 177 continuing and 39 new
in-Aid for research studies Grants-in-Aid. These are made
throughout the country in the to non-profit institutions for refield of heart and blood vessel search projects conducted by
diseases," Dr. Maury Bron- experienced investigators.
stein Heart Association, an..
Applications for another 121
nounced today.
1 Grants-in-Aid totaling
about
The newly-announced Grants- $1,514.350 were also approved
in-Aid awards are underwrit- by the
National Research
ten by the American Heart Committee subject to the availAssociation for the fiscal year ability of funds. As they have
beginning July 1, "More than done in the past, affiliate and
50 per cent of Heart Fund con- chapter
Heart
Associations
tributions sent by the Mem- throughout the country will
phis Heart Association to the provide funds in addition to
MOLDING NEW BUSINESS
man F. Beach, Eastman
American Heart Association is their regular research allocalocally-owned
—New
busiKodak
group leader, will
channeled into research," Dr. tions to help underwrite many
ness venture will be started
invest "several thousand"
Bronstein said.
of these grants.
in the Rochester, N.Y. inner
dollars in a new company,
The grants are part of the The Association's program
city to make molded plastic
PA Plastics Inc., and will
Association's
nationwide re- to conduct research in diseases
serve as president, treasursearch support program of the heart and blood vessels items similar to one being
er and manager. The busithrough which a record total is made possible through pub- discussed here by Frank E.
McElrath, left, founder of
ness venture was announcexceeding $12,000,000 will be lic contributions to the Heart
ed jointly by McElrath and
expended during the 1968-69 fis- Fund campaign in February. the new enterprise, and Norcal period. Last February, the These ailments cause more
affiliates will have expended'
3rganization announced alloca- than a million deaths in the
some
$40 million Heart Fundi
tions totaling $2,000,000 for United States annually — more
support of Fellowships for 139 than all other causes of death dollars for cardiovascular re-I
individual
investigators.
In combined.
search since the initial Heart
addition, state and local Heart Through the fiscal 1968-69 Fund campaign was held 20 At
Associations will expend more period, the Association and its years ago.

Henry Pilcher Named
Post 27 Commander

John L. Blake, general
manager of Rochester Business Opportunities Corporation (RBOC) which is to arrange $95,000 in financing
through RBOC, U.S. Small
Business Administration and
a local bank.

EEoc Chairman Speaks
28th NNpA
eeting

1340

NIGHTand DAY
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Immediate Deli vmY
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L L GATLIN .. . R. G. ItiNKLE

FRAYSER

WHITEHAVEN

3431 SUMMER

411:5 Hwy. SI Sauna

Phone 324-4406

Phew. 396-0995

WS

Chairman Clifford L. Alex- the Summit Hotel in New York
ander, Jr., of the U.S. EquaL City. He described EEOC proEmployment Opportunity Corn- grams and told of new highs
mission last Thursday night in Commission handling of job
urged the Negro press to maker discrimination complaints.
sure its readers "know of ev- The Commission has
investiery existing peaceful channel'gated complaints against
a tofor redress of discrimination", tal of 3,069 employers,
unions
exhort readers to use such and employment agencies
in
channels, and -shout loud and the eleven months
ending May
clear when those channels are 31, (the first 11 months of Fisunresponsive."
cal 1968) as compared to 1,740r
Mr. Alexander said that in the preceding twelve months
r
"those of us who acknowledge (fiscal 1967).
importance
of law and orthe
der in the fullest sense are During the same eleven ,
talking about a legal system months the Commission sucthat provides for fulfillment not cessfully conciliated complaints
suppression. If we who pursue against 272 respondents as cornlaw and order in that fullest pared to 88 such concilations
sense do not speak out, then in the twelve months previous,
those who pursue it in the Mr. Alexander stated.
narrow and retrogressive sense The EEOC Chairman urged
will have too attentive an audi- the
publishers
support
to
ence."
restoration by the Senate of the
Mr. Alexander spoke before cut made by the House of
the National Newspaper Pub- Representatives in the Presilishers Association at their dent's
budget
request • for
28th Annual Convention held at EEOC

Businesses Are Urged
To Help End Poverty

300 PA. Mt 700 PAL

Whir Kid
740 P.M to 12:00A.M.

MINIM Hwy. gl

LAMAR
Pa

Phone 358-458S

1

2574 Lamar
Phone .524-6 1 6

PRINCETON, N.J. — In a
statement calling for business
to do more to end poverty and
prejudice, the Princeton gogmeering Council has cited
four specific industry programs
that show a "genuine commitment to improve the lot of the
poor."

grams," the students' letter
continued. "We feel that more
of these are called for, and
that we — if we are to become
truly professional engineers—
must encourage you to start
or continue your own efforts
along these lines. We see enThe companies cited are gineering as not merely the
IBM, Western Electric, the mechanical
a p p lication
of
Atlantic Richfield Company,
technical
expertise,
but
as
an
and Eastman Kodak.
application that is guided by
The specific corporate pro- compassionate judgment.
gram were described, in past,
"Since most of us will pra::as:
lice engineering within the
"The recent IBM decision to business world, we want to
locate a cable-making plant in emphasize the importance to
the Bedford-Stuyvesant area us of the reaction of 'comof New York City . . ."
panies like yours to our domestic plight," the students
"The establishment by Wes- wrote.
tern Electric of a training plant
in the Newark slums. Here Copies of the letter were
local men are acclimated to sent to the personnel directors
the company and trained for of over 100 corporations, aca period of three months, after cording to Charles F. Kalmwhich they can qualify for bach Jr.. a Princeton senior
work at regular Western Elec- from Lansdowne. Pa. who is
president of the Council. The
tric operations . . ."
letter urged that the firms
"The Atlantic Richfield Com- reply by describing "those
pany's in-house training pro- steps your company may have
gram to help employees in already
taken
to
confront
menial positions pass quali- American's social crisis.
fying examinations for internal
promotions . . ."
". .. one of Eastman Kodak's
programs ( which) through a
grant to an urban university
. . . supports a project 'designed to give children who have
difficulty with written communication another means of
expression' (New York Times,
April 25, 1968), by supplying
cameras to elementary school
children who use them as part
of their schoolwork."
"The Engineering
Council
hopes that industry will continue to develop similar pro-

questions from former service- Post-Korean G.I. Bill is two
Dr. Jeanne Spurlock will be men and their families. Further years old. I got out of service
the only woman in the United information on veterans bene- In 1965 after four years in the
States who heads a depart- fits may be obtained at any Army. Am I eligible for educament of psychiatry in a medi- VA office.
tion and training benefits under
cal school when she assumes Q I receive a monthly com- this bill? If so, how long do I
the chairmanship of the Me- pensation check from the Vet- have before my entitlement
harry Medical College Depart- erans Administration. I have expires?
ment of Psychiatry July 1.
recently had a change of ad- A -- First, and most imporDr. Ralph J. Cazort, dean of dress. Should -I report the tant, your eligible for educathe School of Medicine at change to the VA or the Treastion and training benefits unMeharry, announced Dr. Spur- ury Department?
der the Post-Ktrean G.I. Bill.
lock's appointment and that A -- Your change of address
This third generation G.I. bill
Dr. Charles D. Proctor, who should always be reported
to was enacted for veterans who
will head the department of the VA Regional Office where
served for at least 180 days
Pharmacology at Meharry.
your records are located.
consecutively in the Armed
Dr. Cazort said, "We are
Q-- I am interested in the Forces, some of which was afdelighted that Dr. Spurlock new Modified Life plan of govter Jan. 31, 1955. Since you
is joining the Meharry facul- ernment insurance I have
been were released from active duty. She will bring to our mental reading about. I now
hold ty between Jan. 31, 1955 and
health programs a rich back- $10,000 of government
Insur- June 1, 1966, your eligibility
ground of experience in her ance. Where can I
get more for VA education and training
special field of psychiatry. specific information
about the assistance runs until May 31,
It is expected that under her Modified Life plan?
1974. Veterans discharged since
and capable lead- A -- Write the Veterans AdJune 1, 1966, when the Postership we will accelerate our ministration Regional
Office Korean G.I. Bill education and
expansion of mental health where your records are
held or training program went into efprograms.
to the VA insurance office fect, have eight years after
"That she is the first woman (Philadelphia or St.
Paul) their separation from service
in the country to head a De- where your premiums
are paid. to use their benefits.
partment of Psychiatry in a
medical school is in keeping
with Meharry's policy of making appointments on the basis
of individual merit and accomplishment, and also is in
keeping with the present trend
to make the most effective of
health manpower to increase
the effectiveness of health
Henry F. Pilcher, a veteran Mr. Plicher said he hopes
education and care," he exof World War I, was elected to
bring the membership up
plained.
post commander of Autress
Dr. Spurlock comes to Me- Russell
to
500, and veterans of all
Post No. 27 of the
harry from the renowned psy- American
Legion Post No. 27 wars are invited to join.
chiatric service of Chicago's in
an election held recently in
Michael Reese Hospital where the
Other officers of the post
post headquarters at 401
she has been chief of the Child
are Shelton Partee, first vice
Beale st.
commander;
Psychiatry Clinic since 1960.
Luther Sharp,
Dr. Proctor, professor of Mr. Pilcher has been active second
vice
c ommander;
neuropharmacology
the
American
at
Leagion Drayton Pies, finance officer;
Me- in
harry since 1964, has been here for more than 40 years, Clifton
S a tterfield, finance
promoted to chairman of the and served as post commander adjutant; Robert C. Clark, service officer.
Department of Pharmacology in 1927 and 1928.
and succeeds Dr. Cazort who
Under his leadership, the And W. D. Callian, Sr., rerecently was named dean of
post membership came up cording a d j utant; William
the School of Medicine.
Thomas, chairman of the
Dr. Spurlock succeeds Dr. from a low of 24. to 236.
Lloyd C. Elam, as chairman In 1928, Post No. 27 received Executive Committee; Percy
of psychiatry. Dr. Elam was a certificate of merit. Mr. Brittle, chaplain; H. C. Folinaugurated as president of Pilcher has been active in the som, sergeant-at-arms; and W.
Meharry on June 9. She will American Legion ever since, T. Holt, commander emeritus.
also direct the mental health and
was finance
adjutant
The state convention of the
center of Hubbard Hospital.
just before his election to post American Legion will be held
commander.
in Memphis July 20-22.
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Millions of mothers rely
on Baby ORMEL liquid.
Put on—pain's gone.
Recommended by many
pediatricians. Easy to
use. Brings prolonged
relief. Carries Good
Housekeeping warranty
seal. Ask pharmacist for

BABY
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LOAN

FICE

BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE

176 AL 176 REAL STREET JA 6.5300

PEST
EXTERMINATING CO:
TERMITES-ROACHES
WATER BUGS-RATS
Licensed and Bonded
CALL US BEFORE YOU ARE
EMBARRASSED

"WE KILL TO LIVE"

CALL

O.Z. EVERS
FOR FREE ESTIMATES

PH. FA 7-6032/

EPST112464.161
EIN LOAN OFFICE
SEALE ST.

MONEY TO LOAN
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THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER NEWSSTAND DIRECTORY
The Tri-State Defender Goes On Sale Each Thursday At The Following Locations:
ALEXANDER SUNDRY
387 Leath
ALDALE CASH GROCERY
862 Wellington
527-8150
BUNGALOW SUNDRY
3092 Chelsea
BAILEY'S DRUG STORE
2547 Brood Avenue
BELL'S SUNDRY
943 Lauderdale
526-9940
Free Delivery Open 7 Days
a.m. • 12 p.m.
COLLFGE ST. SUNDRY
1140 Collage
CENTRAL PRESCRIPTION
SHOP
550 Vanc•
EWING ESSO SERVICE
STATION
867 Mississippi
FORD ROAD DRIVE-IN
3199 Ford Rood
GEORGE WALKER'S NEWS
1101 Firestone
GOLDEN'S SUNDRY
2533 Park Ave.
324-9322
GOSS PHARMACY
448 Wolltte Av•nu•
HAWKINS GRILL
1247 E. McLemor•
J. B. SUNDRY
615 Vonc• Avenue
JEL DRIVE-IN GROCERY
1 560 S. Parkway E.
JEFFERSON GROCERY
4791 Horn Lak• Rd.
JIFFY SUNDRY
2509 Pork Avenue
452-3101
Speedy Delivery
PARK KWICK DRIVE INN GRO.
2268 Park Ave.
BELLEVUE 7/1 1 DRIVE INN GRO.
1804 S. Bellevue
J&J SUNDRY
2119 Chelsea Ave.
PEARSON GRO.
3540 Weaver Rd.

KAUFFMAN DRIVE-IN
GROCERY
1297 Lauderdale
KLONDYKE FOOD
CENtER
1287 Vollentine
276-9509
Fresh Meats & Veg.
KLONDYKE SUNDRY
1293 Vollentine
272-3112
Free Delivery
L & H SUNDRY
142 Silverag•
McGOWEN SUNDRY
349 Vance
MAGNOLIA SUNDRY
2037 Boyle Avenue
MODEL LAUNDRY
204 W. Brooks

NEWS MART
Magazines & Newspapers
All Out of Town NewsPoPers
10 N. Main
526-9648
ORIOLE DRUG
1 014 Mississippi
942-1712
Pr•s. & D.I. Servic•
POST OFFICE •
BEALE BRANCH
PANTAZE DRUG #2
209 Beale
PROSPECT REXALL
2243 S. Bellevue Blvd.
ROYAL SUNDRY
2495 Carnes
ROSEWOOD PHARMACY
1 918 Lauderdale
ROSE LYNN SUNDRY
429 S. Orleans
SANDERS DRUG CO.
.165 S. Parkway E.
948-4531

RUSSELL REXALL DRUG
2445 Chelsea
SILVER STAR
DRIVE-IN GROCERY
178 W. Mitchell Rd.
SUBURBAN DRUG
752 E. McLernore
948.4576
Pres. & 0.1. Service.
SUAREZ PHARMACY
1046 Thomas
525-8811 — 526.9727
Prescriptions & Drugs
STROZIER DRUGS
21 92 Chelsea
276.2588
Pres. & D.I. Servic•
SMITH
7
THFISol iNde
DRY

f

SMITH'S EXACO
SERVICE STATION
337 Mitchell Road
TRIGG AVE. SUNDRY
455 E. Trigg
TRIPLE A SUNDRY
303 Vonc•
VIC'S SUNDRIES
301 3 Johnson Avenue
WELLINGTON SUNDRY
WADLINGTON
251 E. McLainor•
WARES SUPERMARKET
226 W. Brooks Rood

',amt. NEWS CO.
Nowspopers & Magazine*
From All Town•
115 Monroe Avenue
526-9920
LENOW SUNDRY
2066 Chelsia
LINCOLN SUNDRY
652 Richmond
WELLINGTON ST. SUNDRY
918 S. Willinvon
PRESCOTT DRUGS
S. B•Ileviris 84111
LITTLE LITE SUNDRY
1649 Latham
GENERAL DRUGS
281 W. MItcboll

